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suant to Art. 35.11 C.C.P. Since the
stnte moved for a second shuffle, the
convictions were revelsed. Folks,
Chtrppell was not a new or original
decision. The cases did not announce
new law. Apparently the prosecution
and the trial courts in two death penalty
cases in different parts of the state decided to asklpe~mita second jury shuffle
without bothering to research the matter.
Had any of the supposedly learned
lawyers taken the time, perhaps they
would have found Fontenot 11. State, 379
S.W.2d 334 (Tex.Cr.App.1964). As
stated by Judge Baird in Cl~apyell:
In Fontenot v. State, 379 S.W.2d
exchange for conecting small problems
334 (Tex.Cr.App.l964), we held a
in our criminal jurisprudence. The
second j u ~ yshuffle was not authoploblem is not just with our legislature,
rized, holding:
"This Bill of Exception combut I will let NACDL P~esideirtGerry
Goldstein address the national problem.
plains of the action of the Coult,
over objection and exception of
As I write this column, the Senate has
just passed a bill (SB 280) that would,
Defendant, after completion of the
in effect, eliminate appeals of c~iniinal
jury list under the procedure of
convictions. The source of this legislaArticles 626, 627, and 628 VACCP
tion is two Cou~tof Criminal Appeals
at the demand of the parties hereto,
in pe~mittingthen, upon demand by
decisions, Chuppell 11. Stote, 850
S.W.2d 508 (Tex. Cr. App. 1993) and
the State's counsel, a second shufRodriqaiz IS. State, -S . W . Z d , (Tex.
fle, not authorized by law.
Crim. App. 1994) that hold theie will be
"This complaint is, we think,
only one shuffle of the venire panel purmeritorious and should have been

o, this is not a sermon. Well,
maybe just a small one. At least
the subject comes from a ser-

mon I read recently by John Thornburg,

Northaven United Methodist Church.
Rev. Thornburg started by stating:
There are two timeless teachings
on the subject of temptation. The
first comes from Charles Haddon
Spurgeon, who said: 'learn to say
no; it will be of more use to you
than to be able to read Latin." The
second comes from Mark Twain.
who said: 'There are seve~algood
protections against temptation, but
the surest is cowardice."
Here is where my message differs
from Rev. Thornburg's. My subject is
the 1995 Texas Legislature, which is
being tempted to throw away the constitutional rights of all citizens in
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granted. Appellant was here
objecting to the action of the trial
mutt in allowing the stae a ?iecond
shuffle, not authorized by statute,"
Fanfenor was decided in 1964 by a
Court of Cciminal Appeals that was nor
known as a liberal court (Woodley,
Morrison and McDonald. The opinion
was by Morrison, Judge Woodley dioseated, and former TCdLA Directos,
charter member, found@ member, and
NACDL president Charles W. Tbsmer
was counsel on appeal for the
defendantlappellant). What society
should he mom concerned about is why
prosecutom that hat migned to tey capital
asas and pemirtted to waste hund~~ds
of
thousands of taxpayers' doll@ apparently cannotperform the basic lawyei%yQsk
of readii the law. Surely even the most
intellectually Aallenged pmecuior or
trial judge should be able to mad the
'Wotes of Decision$"sec€ion of V m n " s
Code of Crimatal m n r e , &. 35.11,
w b at p.427, headnote 7, Cont~ernrsv.
State, 733 S.W.2d 646 (Twr.App.-Sau
Antonio 1987) eleady states that, after
the state proper1y requests a shuffle, the
defendant is not entitled to a reshuffle.
Or at headnote $ where Lzzdtrmz v. Stcife,
[65b S.W.2d478 (Tex. Crim App. 1%3)
states that multiple defevdants ate entitled to only "oneshake."
Why do we permit the ptosecution
and other equally uninformed constitutional constrictors to have the field,
using the tragedies that have befallen
the victims to misdk-ect the reai cause
of fhe reversal - pmsemtom' and W h l
jdges" inability to accept their responsibility for reading the law ;pld trying
cases within the rules. If defense
c~unselEofsets to object or commits
prooedural error, the case k aefimred "Bummer, but yovr lawyer doesn't
know lthe rules." Bm if the state forgets the rules of law - "'Hey, its a bad
case, let's make aome bad law, blame
the defendant, his or her lawyer, the
appellate courts, anybody but the POple who were too overworked, u e paid, ar too lazy to do what lawyers are
supposed to do."
Keith Hampton wrote a response to
the proposed legislation in the March
13, 1995 Taas Lawyer, Pleaw get a
copy of Keith's article, copy if, add to
it, and start talking to your Legisl8tors
at the Texas House of Represenmtivezl

to see if we can bring any sense hack M
thelegislative p r o m
Back to Rev. Thornburg's introduction. The Legidature needs to hack
away from the proposed legislation md
determine the actual cause. If a partieuTar statute needs adjustment (Le., Do we
really need jury shuffles in all counties,
particularly where the panels ar* snppasedly seleeted by the random seJection from election l i e s and drivers'
license lists?), then amend the statute.
Don't t h W away every citizen's right
to appellate lfeview solely b a s e some
prosecutors and trial j u w forgot to do
what they were trained to do.
Legislators are suppuse to be leadere,
nut the faint-of-heart, who pander to the
misused claims of victim's rights.
Sametimes true leatiership requires a
simple "no" to inesponsible and UItimately repressive Jegislation.

Rusty Duncan Returns
to Sun Antonio
Well, we tried to bring the "act" of
criminal defense lawyefing with the
T e n of Winning" seminar in Dallas
last month. Now its time for the "sdence*' course. The TCDLA Advanced
Criminal Law Short Course, named in
honor of furmer TCDLA B o d memk,Editor of the Voice, Judge ef the
Court of Criminal Appeals, champion
of justice, and overall good guy will
be held in San Antonio on June IS, 16
and 17, 1995. This is the best and
most economical advanced course an
Texas law in criluinal cases. It will
also he the first to try and decipher
what the 1995 Legislature did to you,
your busin+ss, and the constitutional
rights of all of Teaas citizens. You
will b e receiving your flyers in .the
near future. Please make yourresewations early. San Antonm bas been d i c
covered. and we are not the only ones
who go there.
Also, we will have our annual party
on Fi+day, June 16. A movement has
been started to "save the band" by a
goup ~f renegade Em Worth lawyers.
Whatever the final arrangements are,
we will have a live band playing good
mu& (''1 don't know what it is, hut I
like it, like it"), good f w d , good
friends, and a good time. Make your'
travel plans mw.

Louis Dugas, Jr.
Oronge (1985-1986)
Clifton 1. "Scrappy" Holmes
Longview(1984-1985)
Thomas G. Sharpe, Jr.
Brownrville (1983-1984)
Clifford W. Brown
Lubbock (1982-19831
Charles M. McDonald
Woco(1981-1982)
Judge Robert D. Jones
Auslin (1980-1981)
Vincent Walker Perini
Dollar (1 979-1980)
George L Lvquette*
Houston (1978-1979)
Emmett Calvin
Dollar (1 977-1978)
Weldon Holcomb
Tyler (1976-1977)
C. David Evans*
Son Anlonio (I 975-1976)
George E. Gilkerson
Lubbotk (1974-1975)

*

Phil Burleson
Dollor (1 973-1974)
C. Anthony Friloux, Jr.*
Houston (1972-1973)
Judge Frank Maloney
Aurlin (1 971-1972)
* Deteosed
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DINKINS, NO. 71,409
(Tex.Cr.App.2-1-95)
(Opinion by Eaird, J. McCormick,
P.J., White and Mepers, JJ., comur
with the following note: Regarding
Appellant's eighth point of error
[voir dire limitations), we d o not
agree that the trial judge abused his
discretion by limiting trial counsel's
questions, Therefore we ean only
concnr in the result since the majority holds harmless the alleged error.
We otherwise join the majoyity opinion. Mafoney, J., concurs in the result
reached in Part 111[indictment failed
to allege a culpable mental statel and
otherwise joins t h e opinion.
Dissentingopinion by Clintun, J.)
Capital murder - death.
Affimed. Mulltpple murders in a single fmnsaction wa$ the aggravating
element.

1. CAPITAL MURDER: lndicfment
Appellant claims the indictment
failed to assert a culpable mental state
in alleging the second murder and therefore failed to allege a capital rmunier.
VMCE VOLUME 24 NUMBER 3 APRIL 95

The indictment read, "... RICHARD
EUGENE DINKINS did then and
there inteationally and knowhgly cause
the death of an individual, KATHERINETHOMPSON, by shaotingher with
a deadly weapon, to wit: a firearm; and
the said RICHARD EUGENE DINKINS did rhen and there cause the death
of an individual, SHELLY CUTLER,
by shooting her with a deadly weapon,
to-wit: a fiream, and both of said murcters were committed during the same
transacti~n.~
In general, an indictment must plead
every element which must be proven at
.
Whitehead v. State, 745 S.W.2d
374, 376 (Tex.Cr.App. 1988) (citing
Harsell v. State, 643 S.W.2d 686
(Tex.Cr.App. 1982); &ad, Vinson v.
State. 626 S.W.2d 536. 537
pex.Cr.App. 1981)). This includes the
culpable mental state of the offense.
Thompon v. State, 697 S.W.2d 413,
415 @ex.Cr.App. 1985). If an indictmem fails to allege a culpable mental
state for an offense, it is defective and
is subject to a motion to quash. Id. &&
&Q,
$ m e v. State, 805 S.W.2d 442,
444 (Tex.Cr.App, 1991).
The CCA has cmsisteutly held the
State is not required to allege the con-

...

stituent elements of an offense aonstitoting the aggravating feature of a capital murder, even in the face of a motion
to quash. Barnes v. State, 876 S.W.2d
316, 323 (Tex.Cr.App. 1994); lb&!ml
-,
848 S.W.2d 101, 108-109
(Tex.Cr.App. 1992); Ramirez v. State,
815 S.W.2d 636, 642 (Tex,Cr.App.
1991); Trevino v. State, 815 S.W.2d
592,619 ('Iex.Cr.App, 1991); Beathard
v. State, 767 S.W.2d 423, 431
(Ten.Cr.App. 1989); Marquez v. State,
725 S.W.2d 217, 236 (Tex.Cr.App.
1987): Home v. State, 711 S.W.2d 9,
14 (Tex.Cr,App. 1986); Andrade v.
State, 700 S.W.2d 585, 589
(Tex.Cr.App. 1985); Hammett v. State,
578 S.W.2d 699, 708 (Tex.Cr.App.
1979); &,Smith v. State, 540 S.W.2d
693,697 (Tex.Cr.App. 1376). Here, the
indictment was not defective for failing
to allege a culpable mental state of the
second murdw.
2. CMNGES IN LAW: Equd Plotedi~n
Appellant contends he had the right to
be tried pursuant to the amended version of art 37.071 C.C.P., applicable to
offenses committed after September 1,
1991. Hem, the offense occurred on
September 12, 1990. Nichols v. Stzte,

754 S.W.2d 185, 204 (Tex.Cr.App.
1988), belies this claim but Appellant
added a constitutional dimension to his
claim by raising an Equal Protection
challenge under the United States and
Texas Constitutions. Appellant claims
he was denied Equal Protection because
he was denied the bmader provisions of
the amended statute available to those
defendants who committed capital murderafter September 1, 1991.
CCA only addressed Appellant's
Federal claim because he failed to raise
his State claim at t~ial.Under the Equal
Protection Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment, when a classification does
not implicate a "fundamental" right, or
place a burden on a "suspect" class of
persons, the proper standard for review
is to detemine whether there is a rational basis for the different treatment. The
CCA noted neither the Supreme Court
nor the CCA has recognized criminal
defendants in geneml as constituting a
suspect class. CCA found no fundamental right at issue.

generally entitled to voir dire prospective
jurors on any matter which will be an
issue at trial. McCarter, 837 S.W.2d at
121; Nunfio v. State, 808 S.W.2d 482,
484 (Tex.Cs.App. 1991); and. Shinley v.
state. 790 S.W.2d 604,608 (Tex.Cr.App.
1990). This includes a venireman's
undelstanding of the term "reasonable
828 S.W.2d at 766; and,
doubt."
Woolridm, 827 S.W.2d at 906.
Appellate con]ts review a trial judge's
decision to limit voir dim for an abuse
of discretion, Nunfio, 808 S.W.2d at
484: ad,Alhidee v. State, 762 S.W.2d
146, 163 (Tex.Cr.App. 1988), and a trial
judge abuses his discretion when he
limits a proper question concerning a
proper area of inquiry. Gardner, 730
S.W.2d at 689; a d , Powell v. State,
631 S.W.2d 169, 170 (Tex.Cr.App.
1982). A trial judge may limit a defendant's voir dire under specific circumstances: where a question commits a
venireman to a specific set of facts,
White v. State, 629 S.W.2d 701, 706
(Tex.Cr.App. 1981); where the questions are duplicitous or ~epetitious,
3. JURY VOlR DIRE: Limit~tions
771 S.W.2d at 467; where the
Appellant was denied the right to venireman has already stated his posiquestion a venireman about his under- tion clearly and unequivocally, M.,at
standing of "reasonable doubt" to deter- 468 (citing Phillios v. State, 701 S.W.2d
mine if be could properly apply the law. 875, 889 (Tex.Cr.App. 1985)); and,
The State claimed Appellant's linking where the questions are not in proper
his definition of reasonable doubt with form, Adams,
577 S.W.2d 717,
the juror's oath, 35.22 C.C.P., was 724 (Tex.Cr.App. 1979).
improper because it misled the juror
A v e ~ e m a nis subject to a challenge
into believing he was obligated to for cause by the State, or by a defendant
answer the punishment issues "no" if he is unable to follow the law. See,
without deliberating over the evidence. art. 35.16(b)(3) and (c3(2) C.C.P.. See
CCA disagreed with the State..
a h ,Little v. State, 758 S.W.2d 551,
Appellate courts have long acknowl- 555 (Tex.Cr.App. 1988) (holding State
edged voir dire is an integral part of to higher standard of proof subjects
defense counsel's role in providing ade- venireman to challenge for cause);
quate legal assistance because it allows Felder v. State, 758 S.W.2d 760, 766
counsel to intelligently exercise peremp (Tex.Cr.App. 1988) (inability to considtory challenges and challenges for cause er parole when deciding punishment);
during the jury selection process. Nichols v. State, 754 S.W.2d 185, 197
MeCarter Y, State, 837 S.W.2d 117, 120 (Tex.Cr.App. 1988) (inability to assess
(Tex.Cr.App. 1992); Ex uarte McKay, guilt under law of parties); Smith v.
&&, 683 S.W.2d 393, 398-399
819 S.W.2d 478, 482 (Tex.Cr.App.
1990); Gardner v. State, 730 S.W.2d 675, (Tex.Cr.App. 1984) (inab~lityto consid689 (Tex.Cr.App. 1987); Graham v. er minimum range of punishment); and,
W,566 S.W.2d 941,953 flex.Cr.App. Esquivel v. Stale, 595 S.W.2d 5 16, 526
1978); and, Naueles v. State, 40 S.W.2d (Tex.Cr.App. 1980) (requiring State
92,94 (Tex.Cr.App. 1931). To effectuate prove motive). Here, Appellant's quesa defendant's ability to select a fail and tion did not misled the venireman into
impartial juiy the scope of voir dire is believing he was obligated to answer
broad,
819 S.W.2d at 482; &,
the special issues without pausing to
Guerra v. State, 771 S.W.2d 453, 467 deliberate. Therefaxe, the question was
(Tex.Cr.App. 1988), and a defendant is proper and the t ~ i a ljudge abused his

u,

m,

m.

discretion by excludimg it.
Although harm is genelally presumed
when a trial judge improperly limits
voir dire, Nunfio, 808 S.W.7.d at 485,
CCA found no harm because jury selection concluded prior to reaching this
venireman. He was the 5316 venireman
and j u ~ yselection concluded when the
45th venireman was selected. Thus, the
limitation of Appellant's voir dire did
not affect his ability to intelligently
exercise his peremptory chaIlenges and
challenges for cause. See, Ratliff v.
,
690 S.W.2d 597, 600
(Tex.Cr.App. 1985) (citing Thomas v.
Stare, 658 S.W.2d 175 (Tex.Cr.App.
1983);
Whitaker v. State, 653
S.W.2d781 (Tex.Cr.App. 1983)).

&.

4. HEARSAY: Appoinhnsnt Book
In the victim's offiee, police discovered an appointment book containing
the name Ricky Dennis. and a patient
application form listing the name Ricky
which were admitted into evidence over Appellant's hearsay objection. A detective testified Appellant
became a suspect based upon the
appointment book and application form.
Hearsay is a statement, including a
written statement, other than one made
by the declarant while testifying at the
trial, which is offered to prove the truth
of the matter asselted. See, Tex. R.
Crim. Evid. 801(d); Schaffer v. State,
777 S.W.2d 111, 115 (Tex.Cr.App.
1989); Barnard v. State, 730 S.W.2d
703, 723 (Tex.Cr.App. 1987); and,
McKav v. State, 707 S.W.2d 23, 33
(Tex.Cr.App. 1985). An ext~ajudicial
statement or w~itingoffered for the purpose of showing what was said rather
than for the fruth of the matter stated
therein is not hearsay. Crane v. State,
786 S.W.2d 338, 351 (Tex.Cr.App.
1990); &ELL&@,
623 S.W.2d 374,
385 (Tex.Cr.App. 1981); ad,Nixon v.
&&, 587 S.W.2d 709, 711
(Tex.Cr.App. 1979). Gholson v. State,
542 S.W.2d 395, 398 (Tex.Cr.App.
1976) explained "[aln extra-judicial
statement or writing may be admitted as
circumstantial evidence from which an
~
inference may be drawn, and not f o the
truth of the matter stated, therein, without violating the hearsay rule."
The CCA addressed a similar issue in
Jones v. State, 843 S.W.2d 487
iJex.Cr.App. 1992). While testifying at
trial, a police officer iepeated seve~aloutVOLUME24 NUMBER3 APRIL95 VOICE

of-court statements by another witness
which implicated the defendant. The off&
cer explained he began to suspect the
defendant and ultimately obtained an
arrest warrant based upon those statements. Id., at 499. The Jones Court held
the extra-judicial statements were not
inadmissible hearsay because they were
admitted not toprnve the truth of the matter asserted, but rather to explain how the
defendant came to be a suspect. Id.This
case is cont~.olledby U.The State tendered the appointment book and the
application form to show how Appellanf
became a suspect in the investigation
Therefore, the appointment book and the
patient application form were not inadmissible hearsay.

5. CONFESSION: "for or against"
Appellant contends his confession was
involuntary because he was told it could
be used "for or against" him. A confession is not admissible if the accused is
told his confession might be used "for or
against" him. Sterling v. State, 800
S.W.2d 513, 518-519 (1990);
State, 721 S.W.2d 325, 341
(Tex.Cr.App. 1986); Walker v. State,
470 S.W.2d 669, 671 (Tex.Cr.App.
1971); McCain v. State, 141 S.W.2d
613, 614 (1940); and,Guinn v. State, 45
S.W. 694 (1898). Such a confession is
inadmissible because it's an improper
inducement and does not comply with
the statutory warnings in art. 38.22.
Dunn, 721 S.W.2d at 341. However,
where there is a factual discrepancy as to
whether such a representation was made,
the trial judge is responsible for determining whether the confession is admissible. Long v. State, 823 S.W.2d 259,
277 (Tex.Cr.App. 1991); Moore v. State,
700 S.W.2d 193, 202 (Tex.Cr.App.
1985); &, Freeman v. State, 618
S.W.2d 52,53 (Tex.Cr.App. 1981). And
that decision will not be disturbed absent
an abuse of discretion. Long, 823
S.W.2d at 277; Johnson v. State, 803
S.W.2d 272, 287 (Tex.Cr.App. 1990);
&, Sosa v. State, 769 S.W.2d 909, 915
(Tex.Cr.App. 1989). Here, there was a
factual discrepancy, therefore the confession was admissible.

6. CONFESSION: Equivocal Request for
Counsel
Under the Fifth Amendment, once a
suspect has invoked his light to counsel,
all interrogation by the police must cease
VOICE VOLUME24 NUMBERS APRIL95

until counsel is provided or until the suspect himself re-initiates conversation.
Minnick v. Mississippi, 498 US. 146,
153,111 S.Ct. 486,491 (1990); Edwnrds
v. Arizona, 451 US. 477,484-485, 101
S.Ct. 1880, 1884-1885 (1980); Mil.anda
v. Arizona, 384 US. 436,474, 86 S.Ct.
1602, 1628 (1966); Hicks v. State, 860
S.W.2d 419, 429-430 (Tex.Cr.App.
1933); and, Uvton v. State, 853 S.W.2d
548,552 (Tex Cr.App. 1993). 'The right
to counsel is considered invoked where a
person indicates be or she desires to
speak to an attorney or have an attorney
present during questioning." Lucas v.
State, 791 S.W.2d 35, 45 (Tex.Cr.App.
1989). An invocation must he clear and
unambiguous; the mere mention of the
word "attorney" or "lawyer" without
more, does not automatically invoke the
right to counsel. Robinson v. State, 851
S.W.2d 216, 223 (Tex.Cr.App. 1991);
Collins v. State, 727 S.W.2d 565, 568
(Tex.Cr.App. 1987) ;tnd, Riissell v. State,
727 S.W.2d 573, 575 (Tex.Cr.App.
1987). Here, Appellant stated, "Maybe
I should talk to someone."
The United States Supreme Court
addressed the issue of ambiguous invocations of the right to counsel in Davis
v. United States, --- U S . ---, 114
S.Ct. 2350, 2355 (1994). Davis was
questioned by police following the beating death of the deceased, who owed
Davis money. After being advised of
his Miranda lights, Davis waived his
right to remain silent and his right to
counsel, olally and in writing. Id.,US. at -, 114 S.Ct. at 2353. About
an hour and a half into the inte~rogation,
Davis stated "Maybe I should talk to a
lawyer" at which point the interrogators
stopped and attempted to clarify
whether Davis was actually invoking
his right to an attorney. Davis, however, denied he wanted an attorney and the
interrogation continued for another hour
until Davis stated "I think I want a
lawyer before I say anything else." At
this point, the interrogation ceased.
Davis was convicted of murder after
unsuccessfully attempting to suppress
his statement.
The SCt explained that unlike the
right to counsel under the Sixth
Amendment which attaches automatically, the right to counsel under
Milanda is a prophylactic measine and
is not inherent within the Fifth
US. at -,
Amendment. Davis,

114 S.Ct. at 2354-2355. The prohibition against continued questioning following an invocation of the right to
counsel is "justified only by reference
to its prophylactic purpose," Id.,U.S. at -, 114 S.Ct. at 2355 (quoting
Connecticut v. Barrett, 479 US. 523,
528, 107 S.Ct. 828, 832 (1987)), that is
to say, to protect a suspect who has
alreadv invoked his right to silence
from being badgered into self-incrimination by continued questioning by the
police. Accordingly, a court's focus is
on whether a suspect
invokes
at -, 114S.Ct.
hisright, Id., -US.
at 2355 (citing Smith v. Illinois, 469
US. 91,95, 105 S.Ct. 490,492 (1984)),
and the inquiry is purely an objective
one: "... Invocation of the &hmkright
to counsel requires, at a minimum,
some statement that can reasonably be
construed to be an expression of a
desire for the assistance of an attorney.
... But if a suspect makes a reference to
an attorney that is ambiguous or equivocal in that a reasonable officer in light
of the circumstances would have understood only that the suspect mi& be
invoking the right to counsel, our precedents do not require the cessation of
questioning. ... Rather, the suspect must
unambiguously request counsel. As we
have observed, "a statement either is
such an assertion or it is not. ...
Although a suspect need not "speak
with the discrimination of an Oxford
don ... be must articulate his desire to
have counsel present sufficiently clearly
that a reasonable police officer in the
circumstances would understand the
statement to be a request for an attorney. If the statement fails to meet the
requisite level of clarity, Edwards [v.
Arizona,supra] does not require that the
officers stop questioning the suspect."
Here, Appellant's statement, "Maybe
I should talk to a lawyer" was too
equivocal to constitute an invocation of
the right to counsel. Therefore, the
police were not required to cease their
questioning.

7. POST ARREST SILENCI: Lack of Remorse
A comment on a defendant's postarrest silence violates the Fifth
Amendment prohibition against selfincrimination. Doyle v. Ohio, 426 US.
610,617-618,96 S.Ct. 2240,2244-2245
(1976); and,Miranda v. Arizona, 384
U.S. 436 US. 468, 86 S.Ct. 1602, 1625,

n. 37 (1966). See also, Sanchez v. ment; and, (4) pleas for law enforceS.W.2d 575, 579-580 ment. Cohle v. State, 871 S.W.2d 192,
(Tex.Cr.App. 1986); Sutherlin v. State, 204 (Tex.Cr.App. 1993); Felder v.
682 S.W.2d 546, 548 (Tex.Cr.App. State, 848 S.W.2d 85, 94-95
1984); and, ,613 (Tex.Cr.App. 1992); &,Todd v. State,
S.W.2d 494, 495 (Tex.Cr.App. 1981). 598 S.W.2d 286, 296-297 (Tex.Cr.App.
A comment on a defendant's post-arrest 1980). Generally, when an argument
silence is akin to a comment on his fail- falls outside these areas, error occurs.
ure to testify at trial because it attempts However, an inst~uctionto disregard the
to raise an inference of guilt arising argument generally cures the error.
from the invocation of a constitutional McGee v. State, 774 S.W.2d 229, 238
right. Moreover, the prohibition against (Tex.Cr.App. 1989); and,
comtnenting on post-arrest silence State, 633 S.W.2d 851, 855
inclodes testimony regarding a defen- (Tex.Cr.App. 1982).
dant's contrition or remorse because
Reviewing courts have consistently
such testimony call only come from the held argument which strikes at a defew
defendant. Swallow v. State, 829 dant over the shoulders of defense
S.W.2d 223, 225 (Tex.Cr.App. I992) counsel is improper,
871
(citing Thomas,
638 S.W.2d S.W.2d at 205; &, Fuentes v. State,
481,484 and n. 8 (Tex.Cr.App. 1982)).
664 S.W.2d 333, 335 (Tex.Cr.App.
Here, there was testimony regarding 1984), and, prior to the enactment of
Appellant's apparent lack of remorse. Rule 81(h)(2), such comments amountThis was an inadmissible comment on ed to automatic reversible error, despite
Appellant's post-arrest silence. an instruction to disregard. Gomez v.
Appellant's objection was sustained and State, 704 S.W.2d 770 (Tex.Cr.App.
the instruction to disregard cured the 1985); Bell v. State, 614 S.W.2d 122
error. There was also testimony regard- (Tex.Cr.App. 1981); and,Lopez v.
ing Appellant's failure to protest his State, 500 S.W.2d 844 (1973).
innocence. This was also an impermis- However, in Oronav. State, 791 S.W.2d
sible comment on Appellant's post- 125, 128 (Tex.Cr.App. 1990), the CCA
arrest silence and the trial judge over- held such improper comments would he
ruled Appellant's objection. The CCA analyzed under the framework of Rule
held the error to be harmless because 81(h)(2). Id.,791 S.W.2dat 129-130.
the comment was not elicited by the
CCA disagreed with the State that the
State, but was in response to a question argument was rebutting defense counby Appellant. The State also made no sel's prior argument concerning the volattempt during closing argument to untariness of the confession. Although
emphasize Appellant's failure to protest the prosecutor's statements may have
his innocence. Therefore, had faith by been intended as a rebuttal, they also
the State was not a consideration.
cast aspersion on defense counsel's
veracity with the jury. Comoare,
8. JURY ARGUMENT: Improper
500 S.W.2d at 846 (reversible
Appellant contends the following ellor occumd at comment that defense
argument was striking at Appellant over counsel and defendants were liars when
Gorman v.
the shoulders of defense counsel: 'The pled not guilty). Butsee,
case starts couiiug together, and we State, 480 S.W.2d 188, 190
know without State's Exhibit 42 (Tex.Cr.App. 1972) (comment "don't
[Appellant's confession] -Folks this is let [defense counsel] smoke-screen
as voluntary as it can be. There's not you" was permissible rebuttal).
any question about that. Now, [Defense Nonetheless, the prosecutor's comment
Counsel] wants to mislead you a little was not as egregious as those in Gomez,
bit by saying if you find -"
w,(reversible error resulted from
Appellant's objection was sustained comment that defense counsel was paid
and the jury was instructed to dis~egard to "manufacture evidence" and "get this
the statement, but a motion for a mistri- defendant off the hook"); aud, Bray v.
al was denied. Permissible jury argu- State, 478 S.W.2d 89, 89-90
ment is limited to four areas: (1) sum- (Tex.Cr.App. 1972) (reversible error
mation of the evidence; (2) reasonable resulted from comment that prosecutor
deductions from the evidence; (3) was grateful for uot having to represent
responses to opposing counsel's argu- someone like defendant). Moreover,

State, 707
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the trial judge sustained Appellant's
objection and inst~uctedthe jury to disregard the statement. Finally the State
made no further comments impugning
defense counsel's veracity. Therefore
the error was harmless.

9. DEATH PENALTY: Future Dongerousners
The following factors arconsidered in
evaluating future dangerousness:
(1) the circumstances of the capital
offense, including the defendant's state
of mind and whether he was working
alone or in concert with otherparties;
(2) the calculated nature of the defendant's actions;
(3) the forethought and deliberateness
exhibited by the crime's execution;
(4) the existence of a prior criminal
record and the severity of the prior
offenses;
(5) the defendant's age and personal
circumstances at the time of the offense;
(6) whether the defendant was acting
under duress, intoxication or under the
domination of another at the time of the
offense;
(7) the lack of psychiatric evidence
concerning future dangerousness; and,
(8) character evidence. The CCA analyzed these factors and held the evidence was sufficient to support a finding of future dangerousness.
(Dissenting opinion by Clinton, J.):
Appellant's objection to the indictment's failure to allege a culpable mental state was not adequately raised by
the motion to quash which stated the
indictment was deficient because it
failed to allege "all the essential acts
and omissions by the Defendant necessary to constitute a violation of Section
19.02 [sic?] of the Penal Code of the
State of Texas." The dissent would have
sustained this claim had it been properly
raised in a motion to quash. As to the
point of error discussing failure to submit a jury charge under the 1991
amendment to 37.701, the dissent noted
the majority's discussion of "fundament
rights" and "suspect classif~cations"
was confusing and superfluous. The dissent also disagreed with the majority's
analysis of the appointment book being
offered "not for the truth of the matters
asserted" by pointing out the majority
failed to state how the appointment
book had any relevance apart from the
truth of the matters asserted.
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intent to commit aggravated assault,
1. LESSER INCLUDED OFFENSES:
Burglary With Intent to Commit under 37.09(I) aggravated assault is not
Aggravated AssaultlAggravated a lesser included offense of burglary
under sec. 30.02(a)(l).
Assault
(Opinion by Mansfield, J. Clinton, J .
The starting point in any analysis of
dissents)
lesser included offenses is art. 37.09
C.C.P. Here, tbe applicable portion is MON'TGOMERY, No. 7 1 ,') 19
A jury found Appellant guilty of 37.09(1), which defines a lesser includagg~avatedassault. The CA affirmed qd offense as one "established by proof
at 868 S.W.2d 404 (Tex.App. - Austin of the same or less than all the facts
(Per Coriam opinion)
1993), holding: (1) a misdemeanor required to establish the commission of
assault committed by a man on a the offense charged." In Dav v. State,
11.07 writ challenging TDC's implewoman is a crime of moral tu~pitude 532 S.W.2d 302 (Tex.Cr.App. mentation of a policy that affected
and is admissible for impeachment 197S)(opinion on rehearingl, the CCA parole eligibility. The CCA filed and set
under Rule 609(a); (2) moral turpitude explained 37.09 was constitutional this application to decide whether disis a crime involving grave infringe- because each definition in 37.09 is stat- continuing the praclice of restoring an
ment of moral sentiment of the com- ed with reference to the "offense inmate's forfeited good conduct time
munity as distinguished from statntory charged" and does not enlarge upon the credits denies doe process and equal
malu prohibitn; (3) eliciting testimony offense charged, but either restricts or protection of lhe law to those who had
the victim was the aggressor opened reduces culpability as compared to the time credits forfeited but not restored
the door for admission of prior offense chaiged. The CCA has repent- when the policy went into effect. Relief
assaults of victim even if those con- edly explained &sy'
interpretation of was denied.
victions did not involve moral turpi- 37.09(1) means a lesser included
tude within the meaning of Rule offense is determined by looking at (1) 1. DUE PROCESS: Policy Chnnges in Good
609(a). CCA determined Appellant's the elements of the offense actually Time Credit
petition for discretionary review was charged, (2) the statutory elements of
Applicant lost 365 days of good conimprovidently granted.
the offense sought as a lesser included duct time due to a TDC procedural
offense, and (3) the proof presented at change. The CCA did an analysis of
trial to show the elements of the Applicant's due process and equal proJACOB, NO. 1332-93
charged offense. See Cunningham v. tection of law claims and concluded
(Tex.Cr.App. 12-1-95)
Stag, 726 S.W.2d 155 (Tex.Cr.App. there was no violation by the immediate
1987); Bell v. State, 693 S.W.2d 434 implementation of a new poIicy.
(Opinion by McCormick, PJ.)
(Tex.Cr.App. 1985); Broussard v. State,
642 S.W.2d 171 (Tex.Cr.App. 1982);
Aggravated assault. Appellant was Hazel v. State, 534 S.W.2d 698 LYLES, No. 72,019 ( T e x C ~ A p p .
indicted for burglary of a habitation (Tex.Cr.App. 1976).
with intent to commit aggravated
Here, the indictment alleged
assault (couut one) and burglary of a Appellant did: ". . with intent to
(Opinion by Maloney, S.)
habitation with intent to commit m u - commit AGGRAVATED ASSAULT,
der (count two). After a beuch trial, enter a habitation owned by [the com11.07 writ contending denial of a jury
the trial court found her guilty of plainant], a person having a greater trial. Relief was granted.
agg~avatedassault. The CA reversed right to possession of the habitation
at 864 S.W.2d 741 (Tex.App.- than the Defendant . . . without the I. JURY WAIVER: Proof
Houston [14th] 1994), (1) holding effective consent of the Complainant,
The judgment was the only proof
aggravated assault is not a lesser namely without any consent of any Applicant hnd waived his right to a jury
included offense of burgla~yof a habi- kind." Under 37.09(1) the "facts trial. There was no written waiver in the
tation with intent to commit aggmvat- required to establish" this charged record, there was no oral waiver in the
ed assault; (2) the "intent to commit a offense are that Appellant, without the statement of facts, and the trial court did
felony" language does not establish effective consent of the owner, enteted not ask Applicant if he waived his right
the felony as a lequired element of the a habitation with intent to commit to a jury trial. Affidavits were pmented
greater offense of burglary so as to aggiavated assault. See V.A.P.C., sec. by the Applicant and his lawyer stating
make that felony a lesser included 30.02(1). Uuder this cha~gedoffense, he did not expressly waive a jury.
offense. The Court of Appeals stated the State is not required to prove an
The presumption of regularity in the
under Article 37.09(1), C.C.P., facts aggravated assault occurred. Rather. judgnlent's iecital concerning a written
required to prove the burglary did not the State must show only that the defen- jury waiver was overcome by the eviinclude facts establishing the aggra- dant intended to commit such assault. dence in support of this application.
vated assault; thus aggravated assault The CCA agreed with the CA because See B~eazealev. State, 683 S.W.2d 446
was not a lesser included offense of evidence showing a completed aggra- (Tex.Cr.App. 1984). The absence of a
burglary under Section 30.02(a)(l). vated assault is not part of the facts written jury waiver, however, is not a
CCA affirmed the CA.
legally required to show burglary with ground for setting aside a conviction by

HARDEMAN, NO. 0031-94
(Tex.App. 2-1-95)

.
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habeas corpus. Ex park Sadberry, 864
S.W.2d 541,543 (Tex.Cr.App. 1993).
of regularity in the
The presumptio~~
judgment's recital concerning a written
jury waiver was overcome by the evidence in support of this application.
See Breazeale v. State, 683 S.W.2d 446
(Tex.Cr.App. 1984). And the absence of
a written jury waiver is not a ground for
setting aside a conviction by habeas
corpus. Ex uarte Sadhe~q,864 S.W.2d
541,543 (Tex.Cr.App. 1993).
A defendant's right to a jury trial is
not extinguished by inaction alone.
Marin, 851 S.W.2d at 278-79. If a
defendant wants to r~linquishthis right,
he must expressly do so. Id. Here,
Applicant did not expressly waive, in
any form to the trial court, his right to a
jury r i a Consequently, his right to a
j u ~ ytrial went unobserved.

BASDEN, No. 42-94
COLEMAN, No. 245-94
(Tex.Cr.App. 2-8-95)
(Opinion by McCormick, P.J.
Dissenting opinion by Clinton, J.,
joined by Overstreet andMeyers, JJ.)
Aggravated assault. Appellants were
inmates at TDCJ-ID. Basden was serving 50 years for aggravated robbery.
While in prison, he was convicted for
two offenses: (1) attempted capital murder - 15 years; (2) aggravated assault
- 50 years. The trial judge stacked all
three sentences, meaning Basden had to
serve his original sentence of 50 years,
then serve 15 years and then serve 50
years. Coleman was serving 15 years
for aggravated robbe~y.While in prison,
he was also convicted for two offenses:
(1) escape - 10 years; (2) aggravated
assault -life. As with Basden, the trial
judge stacked all three sentences.
These cases involve the statutory construction of art. 42.08(b), C.C.P., concerning cumulatio~~
of "inmate" sentences. Appellants contend 42.08(b)
requires "inmate" sentences to be cumulated with the initial sentence. I n
Basden's case the CA affirmed the trial
court's cumulation 01-der and stated the
purpose of 42.08(b) mas to require consecutive sentences when offenses are
committed in prison. Basden v. State,

860 S.W.2d 725,726 (Tex.App. - Waco
1993). Similarly, the CA upheld the
trial court's cumulation order in
Coleman's case by finding this purpose
was the legislative intent of 42.OX(b).
Coleman v. State, _ S.W.2d
(Tex.App. -Tyler, No. 12-93-00119-CR,
delivered December 31, 1993).

1. STATUTORY ANALYSIS: Article 42.08(8)
C.C.P.

continued criminal behavior beyond
loss of good tin~e.""
At the public hearing before the
House Committee on law enforcement
on March 20, 1985, the testimony made
clear the pulpose of SB 186 was to prevent violence in TDC by mandating
consecutive sentences. The clear message from that hearing is there would he
no concurrent sentences for crimes
committed by inmates.

The starting point for statutory analysis is the text of the statutory provision
(Dissenting opinion by Clinton, J.,
at issue. Boykin v. State, 818 S.W.2d joined by Overstreet and Meyers, JJ.):
782 (Tex.Cr.App. 1991). Courts Would hold the plain language of Art.
attempt to discern the legislative intent 42.08 C.C.P. requires "inmate" senor purpose of the statute by, if reason- tences be stacked on the original time;
ably possible, giving effect to the plain that all the sentences should not be conmeaning of the statute's language. See secutive. The dissents states the majo~ilQ&&,
818 S.W.2d at 785-86; see also ty agrees but agues this constr~~ction
Muniz v. State, 851 S.W.2d 238, 265 would lead to absurd results. The dis(Tex.Cr.App.) (Clinton, J., dissenting), sent points out long prison sentences
cert. denied, 114 S.Ct. 116 (1993). stacked on long prison sentences would
However, where application of the likely remove incentives to behave, thus
plain meaning of the statute's language rendering an inmate unmanageable,
would lead to "absurd" consequences hence the dissenting opinion's analysis
courts will consider the legislative his- would not lead to absurd results.
tory and the object sought to he
obtained by the statute. See
818 S.W.2d at 785-86; Texas HUBBARD, N O . 793-91,
(Tex.Cr.App. 2-15-95)
Government Code, Section 31 1.023.
The obvious intent of 42.08(b) is to
(Opinion by McCormick, P.J.
deter inmates from con~mittingcrimes
during their incarceration and to more Overstreet. J. dissents. Dissenting opinharshly punish those inmates who are ion by Maloney, J., joined by Clinton, J.
not detemd. Cruz v. State, 838 S.W.2d
Possession with intent to deliver a
682, 687 (Tex.App. -Houston [14th
Dist.] 1992, pet. ref'd). Giving effect controlled substance. The CA affirmed
to the plain meaning of 42.08(b) would at 809 S.W.2d 316 (Tex.App. -Fort
lead to the absurd result of permitting Worth 1991). PDR granted to determine
inmates to co~nmitcrimes without fear whether the trial court erred in allowing
of punishment, would effectively jurors to take their trial notes into the
immunize disruptive inmates from jury room during deliberations, and
prosecution for crimes short of capital whether the trial court erred in admitmurder and would further undermine ting evidence of an unadjudicated
any Ieason to prosecute inmates who attempted murder during the punishare severe discipline problems in our ment phase. Affirmed in part and
penal institutions. The legislative his- reversed in part.
tory of 42.08(b) supports this holding.
Subsection (b) of 42.08 was added by 1. JURY: Note Taking
Following jury selection, the trial
the 69th Legislature and became effective September 1, 1985. See Acts, 69th judge gave jurors notebooks and pennitLeg., Reg. Session 1985, Ch. 29, p.404 ted them to take notes. There was no
(SB 186). The bill analysis prepared objection. Appellant objected to jurors
for SB 186 states the "Wohlem that the taking their notebooks into the jury
room during deliberations. This objecbill addresses" is:
"If inmates can serve subsequent tion and a second objection, prior to
sentences at the same time as the sen- punishnient deliberation, were both
teuce they are already in TDC for, over~uled.The CA held the absence of a
there is littlc effective deterrence from full instruction that jury notes are not to
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be considered as evidence and that the
jurors should pay full attention to the
evidence, did nut amount to an abuse of
discretion. See: Johnson v. State, 887
S.W.2d 957 (Tex.Cr.App. 1994); and
Price v. State, 887 S.W.2d 949
(Tex.Cr.App. 1994). Here, the trial
court's action was not in full compliance with Price. and
but there
was no abuse of discretion.

a

2. PUNISHMENT: Grunsfeld Error
The CA erred in holding the trial
court properly admitted evidence of an
unadjudicated attetnpd mu*
at punishment. The CAs' opinion was handed
down before Grunsfeld v. State, 843
S.W.2d 521 (lkx.Cr.App. L993), tberefore, the case was reversed and remanded to the CA for reconsideration in light
of Grunsfeld.

tor threatened witnesses: knowingly
using perjured testimony; evidence
was admitted from an unlawfully
obtained blood specimen; police misconduct was sufficient to show they
acted in bad faith by failing to preserve evidence: and the trial court
erred in denying a motion for a mistrial for prosecutorial misconduct.
Applicant's writ was based on the
failure to grant a mistrial and did not
consider the rest of the opinion. The
cases cited by Applicant deal with
mistrial granted prior to verdict, here
a mistrial was not granted. Failure to
grant a mist~ialis trial error and the
proper remedy is a retrial. When a
trial proceeds to conclusioa despite a
legitimate claim of prejudicial error,
retrial is not jeopardy barred.
Insufficient evidence is an exception
to this rule.

(Dissenting opinion by Maloney, I.,
joined by Clinton, J.): To allow jurors
COMMENT: This case involved
to take notes into the jury room is tan- Fred Zain, a so-called state expert.
tilmount to allowing them to fall into Attached to the opinion are the trial
the trap of considering their o r other courts findings of fact conciuding that
juror's notes as evidence; i.e., it is Zain was not credible under oath and
written, therefore (even if erroneously Bill Reimer, the Comal County District
written), it is true. This trap is particu- Attorney, suburned perjury.
larly dangerous where as in this case
t not instruct the july
the trial c o u ~did
or caution them concerning the use of WLKINSON, 04-94-00573-CR
their notes during deliberations; (Tex.App.-San Antonio 2-8-95; 2although even with instructions the dis- 15-95)
sent would consider allowing the jurors
to use notes during deliberations as
Aggravated possession of marijuana.
error. % Johnson v. State. No. 1570 Affirmed.
slip op. (Tex.Cr.App. Nov. 30,
1994)(Maloney, J., dissenting);
1. SPEEDY TRIAL. 28.061 C.C.P.
32.01
v. State, No. 264-94 slip op. C.C.P.
(Tex.Cr.App. Nov. 30, 1994)(Maloney,
Appellant attempted to wurk out a
J., dissenting with note).
deal with the state, hence his case was
not presented to the grand jury for three
terms. Art. 32.01 C.C.P. states an
DAVIS, 03-93-00646-CR
indictment must be dismissed with prej(Tex.App.-Austin 2-8-95; 2-15-95) udice if it is delayed beyond the second
term. Art. 28.061 renders a dismissal
Pretrial writ claiming former jeop- under 32.01 to be one with prejudice.
ardy, denied by the trial court. See: Nguven v. State, 882 S.W.2d 471,
Affirmed.
473 (Tex.App.-Houston [lst] 1994)
(failure to indict in the next grand jury
1. JEOPARDY: Convitfion Reversed for term entitled the Defendant to a disProsetutoriolMisconduct
missal with prejudice). Here, three
Applicant was tried for capital mur- grand jury terms expired before indictder. The jury was unable to decide the ment. Appellant filed an application for
deliberateness issue so the trial court habeas corpus under 32.01 but the state
assessed life. The case was reversed at got an indictment before the habeas
811 S.W.2d 426 (Tex.App.-Austin
hearing was held. CA claims Payne v.
1992, pet. ~ef'd)because the prosecu- St&. 4 S.W.2d (1928) held if an indict-

-

ment issues before the court rules on a
32.01 motion, the motion is moot, hence
affirmed the trial court.

O'NEAL V. MCANINCH, NO.
93-7407,1995 WL 66598,
decided 2-21-95
(Opinion by Breyer, J. joined by
Stevens, O'Connor, Kennedy, Souter
and Ginsbury JJ. Dissenting opinion by
Thomas, I., joined by Rehnquist, C.J.
and Scalia, J.)
O'Neal was convicted in Ohio for
murder and otber crimes. His 2254 writ
claims constitutional enor in the jury's
instructions. The Sixth CA regarded the
jury error as constitutional error but
held it was harmless. The standard used
in federal habeas is whether the error
had a "substantial and injurious effect
or influence in determining the jury's
verdict." The CA ruled petitioners must
bear the "burden of establishing" this
standard, which means the petitioner
must lose if the reviewing judge is in
grave doubt ahuut the effect on the jury
of this kind of emor. Reversed.

1. HARMLESS ERROR: Federal Habeas
Stondard
When a federal habeas court finds
constitutional trial error and is in grave
doubt about whether it had a "substantial and injurious effect or influence in
determining the jury's verdict." the
error is not harmless and tbe petitioner
must win.
(Dissenting opinion by Thomas, J.,
joined by Rehnquist, C.J. and Scalia,
I.: Would hold a federal habeas conrt
may not reverse a conviction unless trial
wa$ marred b y a violation of the
Constitution or fede~alstatute and the
error was harmful.

*

Jim Skellon is a solo pmcfitiorzer
in Hozrston. He received his JD from
University of Texas School of Law
and lzos been licensed fo practice in
Tesns since 1967. A long-time mentber of TCDLA, Skelton has lectured
frequently at CLE programs in
Tenas. He conducts a weekly course
for criminrtl defense attorneys in
Harris Cowry.

Tentative
Serninar

Schedule
1994-1995
TCDW
CDLP

April 20-21,1995

August 17-18,1995

CDLP Skills Course
Abilene

CDLP Skills Course
TBA

May 18-19,1995

September 1995

CDLP Sbns Course
Austin

TCDLA Advanced Fedenl
Short Course
Date TBA
Austin

May 29-June 3,1995
State Bat of Texas Annual Convention
San Antonio

October 1995

June 15-17,1995

CDLP Skills Course
Date TBA
South Padre Island

TCDLR Advanced Criminal Law
Short CourselTCDLAPresident's
Party/TCDLA/CDLP Execwive 8r
Board Meetings
San Antonio

July 13-14,1995
CDLP Skills Course
Galveston

July 24-27,1995
State Bar of Texas Advanced Criminal
Law Seminar
Lubbock

Friends of TCDLA to
offer scholarships
Friends of TCDLA will
provide a limited number of
scholarships for TCDLA
members who could not
otherwise attend TCDLA
sponsored programs.
See page 5, in this issue
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oportionalitv
Review df
Sentences in
iminal Cases
I

S

ir W.S. Gilbert
once wrote "let

Unquestionably, the power to define
criminal offenses and prescribe their
punishments resides in the legislatu~e.'
Indeed. the Texas Lesislature haq tradi-

By Kathi A. Drew

the punishment fit

the crime"'. Little did this

entertainment maven realize that this toss away
phrase in a lyrical ditty
would one day become the
embodiment of modern
punishment philosophy in
the American criminal jus-

judges and juries wide dis-

and R.K. (Kirk) Weaver
defendant is convicted of possessing s
and 112pounds of marijuana. He has no
previous criminaI record. On an "open" plea of guilty, the trial court judge assesses
a Life sentence. Having thrown himself on the memy of the cam, and finding that
how can this defendant, facing an interminable sentence,
the mercy was ~trained,~
ever challenge the punishment assessed?
While such a challenge is not easy, there is authority to suppo~tthe proposition
that the punishment assessed cannot be grossly disproportionate to the crime. This
a~ticleattempts to examine same of those holdings?

cretion in determining the

Federal Law: The United States Supreme Court

appropriate sentence for a

In Solem e. Helm.'' the United States Supreme Court indicated that the Eighth
Amendment" ploscribes punishments that ate p s s l y dispropo~tionateto the severity of
the crime. That Court hastened to add that, while there was m penalty which was per se

tice system2. To further this
end, most jurisdictions
afford both trial court

convicted felon or misdemeanant.
VOICE VOLUME24 NUMBERS APRIL95

Editor's Note: The natlrorspkrt, a more atensive ti-eatrrzent of f11issubject it1 afirfirre
edifwn ofTheTexas Weslcvan Universitv Law School Law Review.

constitutional, sentences should be proportionate to the crime.
The Coua set forth a h e e pait test for constitutionality: considerations are I) the gravity of the offense and the harshness of
the pmalty, 2) the sentences imposed on other criminals in the
same jurisdiction, and 3) sentences imposed for the commission
The Court held ~ Ithat
I
of the same crime in otherju~isdictions.~
case that a sentence of mandatory life imprisoun~entwithout
parole for passing a bad check under a recidivist statute based
on six prior non-violent convictions violated the Eighth
Amendment to the United States Constitution. l3
The United States Supreme Conit again considered the issue of
propo~tionalityin Hmmeli~r1,. MicI~igan,~%hereina Michigan
statute had provided for a sentence of mandato~ylife imprisonment without the possibility of parole for possessing more than
650 grams of cocaine. Harnselir~did not involve a recidivist
statute aud, indeed, the defendant in that case had no prior felony
convictions. The Cowt upheld the life sentence on grounds that it
was not cmel and unusual, but could reach no clear consensus on
the issue of disproportionality. Justice Scalia and Chief Justice
Rehnquist concluded that the Eighth Amendment contains no
"propotionality" guarantee.15 Justices Kennedy, O'Connor, aud
Souter found that the Eighth Amendment encompasses a namw
proportionality principle that applies to non-capital sentences.
Justice White concluded that the Eighth Amendment does include
a "propo~tionalityprinciple." Justice Marshall, writing separately,
agreeing with Justice White that the Eighth Amendment also
imposes a general propoiiionality requu~ment.Justices Stevens
and Blackmun found that the sentence assessed, life without
parole, was capricious, thereby violating both the cruel and
unusual provision of the Eighth Amendment and, by infer-ence,
any "proportionality" requirement.
That same court has seen fit to discuss the matter more
obliquely in other circumstances, pa~ticularlyin the areas of
civil damages, civil in renr forfeitures, and taxes. See United
State 11. HaIperl6 (disparity between actual and punitive damages)"; Austin v. United state^'^ (civil irr reni forfeiture is
subject to an "excessive fines" argument under the 8th
An~endment)'~.
Departrnerft of Revenrre of Morlturrn v. Kiwtli
Ranchzo (a "tax" on illegal activities is subject to analysis
under the 8th Amendment for successive punishment) '''.
Clearly, the United States Supl-emeCourt has not yet rendered
its final decisiori on disproportionality.

between crime and sentence. Rather, it forbids only extreme
sentences that are 'grossly disproportionate' to the crime."23
The Sixth circuit has adopted Justice Kennedy's views vis-a-vis
proportionality, but has yet to find a sentenceunconstitutional. 24
Another Circuit, the Ninth, has discussed the concept of proportionality in the context of a sentence that would "shock our
sense of j~stice."~'That conit cited to both Solern and Hamelin
without discussion of any dichotomy between the two cases.
The Eighth Circuit has taken comfort in the pronouncements in Harrtrelin that sentencing is a matter that can he left
~ ~ Court
totally within the discretion of the l e g i s l a t ~ r e .That
relied on the language, in Justice Kennedy's concunence in
Horrnelin, that courts must give great deference to legislative
decisions determining the amount of prison time to be
imposed for particular types of cri~nes.~'The Eight Circuit
found that Harrnelin unde~scoresthe "constitutional truism"
that legislatures have expa~isivediscretion in fixing the terms
of confinement that courts are to impose on those convicted
of statutory crimes. 28 That Couit concluded that Iowa could
constitutionally punish with life sentences criminals who have
restrained and tortured children since Iowa had made a "legislative choice" to impose a sterner
In McGruder v. Puckert,' the Fifth Circuit noted that lack
of guidance given to bench and bar by Harmelirr:
By applying a head-count analysis, we find that seveu
members of the Court supported a continued Eighth
Amendment guaranty against disproportional sentences.
Only fonr justices, however, supported the continued
application of all thee factors in Salem, and five justices
rejected it. Thus, this much is clear: disproportionality
survives; Solern does not. Only Justice Kennedy's opinion reflects that view. It is to his opinion, therefore, that
we turn for direction. Accordingly, we will initially make
a threshold comparison of the gravity of [the defeudant's]
offenses against the seve~ityof his sentence. Only if we
infer that the sentence is grossly disproportionate to the
offense will we then consider the remaining factors of the
Solern test and cornpal-e the sentence received to (1) sentences for similar crimes in the same jurisdiction and (2)
sentences for the same clime in other jurisdictions.

Federal Law: The Circuit Courts

Texas Law

The Supreme Court's lack of consensus in Harmeli~r,and
questions as to the continued validity of Solern, has created
confusion in the fedel-al circuit courts. Federal courts which
have considered a proportionality claim after Hornielirr appear
to be perplexed as to just where and how to apply the law.
The only consistency of note is that none of the Circuits have,
as of yet, declal-ed a sentence to be disproportionate.
Most Circuits tend to hold the view that the concuning opim
ion of Justice Kem~edyin Harmelin joined by Justice O'Connor
and Justice Souter, constitutes the prevailing view on the
Supreme Court. Justice Kennedy recognized that the Eighth
Amendment's Cruel and Unusual Punishments Clause encompasses a narrow propo~tionalityprinciple that applies to noncapital sentences?' One Circuit court has held that the Kennedy
opinion limits the scope of Sole~n,noting that Kennedy wl-ate,
"the Eighth Amendment does not iequil-e strict propo~Tionality

There are indications that Texas Courts accept a disproportionate analysis, though the Court of Criminal Appeals has
not yet ruled on the issue in a non-capital murder context."
Both the Dallas Court of Appeals and the Austin Court of
Appeals have considered this issue. Those courts have
accepted that a proportionality analysis is required, thought
neither has yet reversed a sentence on this basis.
111Jolrrrson v. State," the Dallas Court of Appeals held that
prison sentences are subject to a proportionality analysis
ui~derthe Eighth Amendment. As the court said: "[tlhe punishment must be proportionate to the rime."^ Interestingly,
that Court relied on Soler~zs Helm, a case that caused a great
deal of controversy in Harrrielirr, without mentioning
Har~rrelin?~The Dallas Court rejected Johnson's argument
that his 50 year sentence for possession of cocaine with intent
As the Court said in that case:"
lo deliver was exce~sive?~

Federal law is clearly unsettled in this area. "

I

Because of the substantial deference reviewing cowts
accord the legislatures and trial Courts, appellate review
rarelv reauires extended analvsis to determine the constitutionality of the sentence.... The crime in this case was
aggravated possession of cocaine with intent to deliver.
The purple bag Johnson dropped contained 162 separately
wrapped ten-dollar rocks of crack cocaine. This evidence
supports an inference that Johnson was selling cocaine to
the end users of the dmgs. The cou~tis entitled to consider the damage caused to society by drug dealers like
Johnson. The fact that he had no prior convictions supports the trial court's decision to sentence him midway in
the range of punishment.
The record supports the trial eourt's interpretation of
the testimony abont Johnson's gun. Although Johnson
dropped the gun while fumbling with it, it is a reasonable
deduction from the evidence that Johnson began fumbling with the gun after pulling it to shoot (the officers).... We hold that Johnson's sentence of fifty years is
not excessive...
In Lnckey v. State,3Bthe Dallas Court of Appeals said:
"[tlhis Court win review a sentence to determine whether it is
grossly dispropationate to the crime."" That court concluded,
however, that a sentence of thirty-five years for shoplifting
clothing valued at $145 was not disproportionate under the
facts of the case since the defendant had several prior convictions which upgraded her offense to a felony under based upon
the habitual c~iminalprovisions of 5 12.42(d) of the Texas
Penal C0de.4~The Court relied strongly on the theory that
defendant was a recidivist4' noting that defendant's "extensive
criminal record demonstrates a pronounced and prolonged
inability to bring her conduct within the social norms prescribed by the criminal laws of the State of Texas.'""
In Francis v. State:' the Austin Con~tof Appeals considered a similar claim of proportionality under the Texas
Constitution, saying as follows:
Appellant urges us to apply under the Texas
Constitution the three-part test for dispropoitionality
suggested in Solem v. Helm, by which we would be guided by (1) the gravity of the offense and the harshness of
the penalty, (2) the sentences imposed on other aiminals
in the same jurisdiction, and (3) the sentences imposed
for commission of the same crime in other jurisdictions.
The power to define ciimiual offenses and prescribe
their punishments mides in the legislatnre. The Court of
Criminal Appeals has stated that article I, section 13 is
not violated when the punishment assessed is within the
limits prescribed by statute as it is in this cause.
Assuming, however, that proportionality review is
required by the Texas Constitution, appellant has failed
to demonstrate that the punishment in this cause is dispropoltionate to the offense. (Citations omitted).
The Austin Cou~tfound that the record did not suppolt a
disproportionality claim since 1) the defendant in that cause
ieceived a twenty (20) year sentence, 2) the record contained
no evidence of sentences assessed on other criminals in either
the county in which the conviction was had or in the state for
like crimes. This Court's actual holding rests on a finding that
the sentence imposed was not cruel and unusual. No specific
iuling as to disproportionality was made.#

- .
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Forfeiture and Double Jeopardy
Interestingly, the concept of propoltionalitybas been discussed
more in the concept of civil forfeiture than in criminal cases.
Analysis is difficult under the concept of forfeiture since it is
unclear from the law whether forfeiture is wnsided remedial in
nahlre or punitive. Compare Funt I?. State " where the Houston
Court of Appeals [14th District] held that Texas forfeiturelaw is
punitive and invokes double jeopardy protection with Jo1nzson v.
State* where the Houston Cou~tof Appeals [Ist District] held
that Texas forfeiture law is primarily remedial, and double jeopardy considerations are not implicated unless the forfeiture is
"overwhelmingly disproportionate to the damage appellant
caused." Indeed, there are several courts of appeals decisions that
have addressed the issues of forfeiture and double jeopardy with
vaying results. For example, in Er purte Rogers, the court
foimd that forfeiture of $6,406.00 cash, two cars, one mobile
home, one television, and two safes, all property purchased by
proceeds from drug sales, was not so disproportionate to govemment expenses and the damage caused by R o w ' alleged drug
distribution activities as to render the forfeiture nomemediaLa
Moreover, the Fourth Circuit recently concluded that the
disproportionality test of Solem does not apply to the
Excessive Fines Clause of the Eighlb Amendment on grounds
that the holding of Solent has been put into doubt by Harmelin
11. Michigan. The Court further held that the Solenr proportionality principle, if it survives H a m f i n , derives from the Cmel
and Unusual Punishment Clause and not the Excessive Fines
Clause. That Circuit concluded that the doctrine of proportionality, if any, was not applicable when considering the excessiveness of a forfeiture of specifically identified property.
Relying on Austin, the Court noted that 21 U.S.C. 59 881(a)(6)
and (a)(7) does not limit the value of property subject to forfeiture, and tho history of the Eighth Amendment supports no
such constitutional limitation. The Circuit Couit upheld the
forfeiture of a 33 acre farm.
Fede~allaw has not helped to solve this dichotomy. Cases
tend to hold that, if the forfeiture does not solely serve a
remedial pulpose, hut also serves as a retributive or deterrent
purpose, it is punishment.

"

"

An Analogy to Civil cases?
It may be possible to make an interesting analogy to civil
law, particularly in the areas of punitive or exempla~ydamages. Both Texas and Federal couitsSohave long held that
their lespective constitutions require that exemplary damages
not be grossly excessive and must be reasonably propoitioned
to the amount of actual damages. The reasonableness of any
particular award is to be measured on a case by case basis. 51
In Unde~writersLife Iiw. Co. 11. Cobb the couit of appeals
deteimined that:
[tlhe amount of exemplary damages awa~dedmust be
rationally related to actual damages, and this relationship
is a tool to aid the court in determining, depending on the
facts of each case, whether the award was excessive.
Other factors to be considered in determining the reasonableness of exemplaiy damages are the nature of the
wrong, the character of the defendant" conduct, the
degree of the defendant's culpability, the situation and
sensibility of the paties, and the extent to which the conduct offends the public sense of justice and propriety. 53

(D

"

In Preston Curter Co. v. Toturns' the potential buyer of real
estate sued an agent for breach of an agency agreement and
fiduciary duty. Following a jury trial, the court e n t e ~ judg~d
ment for the plaintiffs for actual damages and exemplary
damage^.^' The court of appeals affirmed as to the sum of
actual damages and reverskd and rendered as to other damages and ordered a remittitur to preserve the ratio between
reduced actual damages and exemplary damages, The plaintiffs appealed. 56 The Texas Supreme Court remanded for
recalculation of exemplary damages. On remand, the court of
appeals held that exemplary damages of $300,000 was excessive and should have been reduced to $75,000, Eollowing the
appellate reduction of compensatory damages fmm $165,000
to $40,000. The court stated that:
[aln award of exemplary damages rests la~gelyin the
dimetion of the jury and will not be set aside as excessive
u h s the amount is so large as to indicate that it is the
result of passion, prejudice, or corruption, or that the evidence has been disregarded. The supreme court has
declawl, however, that verdicts a r not
~ always right and,
if uncontrolled, will in some cases lead to opp~ession.
Excessiveness may be indicated when the jury has pmbably considered improper items of alleged compensatory
damages in assessing exemplary damages. Here it is probable that in assassing exemplary damages of $300,000 the
jury considered the improper and highly speculative conclusions presented by [plaintifflin an effort to recover elements of damages now held to be improper. Accordingly,
... we conclude that a reasonable award of exemplary damages would be no more than $75,000 and tbat the award of
$300,000 is excessive by $225,000. 57
The amount of remittitur of exemplaly damages was also
addressed by the court of appeals in Ford Motor Co. v.
D ~ r r i l l /a~wrongful death and survival action based on a
products liability claim. The trial court reduced the jury's
award of $6,861,663 in actual damages to $2,300,000 and the
ju~y'saward of $100 million in exemplary damages to $20
million. On appeal, the defendant complained of the lack of
evidence to support the $20 million award as remitted by the
trial court. 59 In deciding that a further remittiiur was wananted, the coult of appeals stated:
lilt has been said that the latio between the actual damages and the exemplary damages should be reasonably
proportional. However, the rule of reasonable pmportionality does not, by, itself, fix a particular ratio....M
After reviewing the defendant's conduct, degree of culpability and the extent to which the defendant's conduct offended a public sense of justice and propriety, the court determined that the verdict, even as remitted by the trial coult still
"shock[ed] [the] conscience;" and found that a reasonable
remittitur was in order:'
I11 Texos Nut'l Bank e. K a r n e ~the
, ~ cosigner of a note and
her husband brought suit against a bank for removing money
from their savings account after repossession of a vehicle
securing the note. The t~ialcourt entered judgment for the
plaintiffs in the amount of $3,474.41 for actual damages and
$50,000 as exemplary damages. The court of appeals found
that "some exemplaly damages" were proper and leasonable,
but reduced the $50,000 punitive damages award to
$20,000." The Texas Supreme Coult subsequently reversed

and vacated the exemplary damage award because no actual
damages were found based on a tort cause of action.M
In Jim Walters Homes, Znc. v. Reed? homeowners brought
an action against a housing contractor for violations of the
Texas Deceotive Trade Practices Act, breach of contract,
breach of express and implied warranties and gross negligence. The trial court entered judgment for the plaintiffs in
the amount of $11,884 in actual damages and $500,000 exemplary damages." The exemplary damages were reduced by
the trial eourt to $450,000. The court of appeals reduced this
amount to $225,000, stating "although this conduct is repre
hensible, we do not believe that it is of a charwter that warrants an award of exemplaty damages in this amount." The
Supreme Court of Texas later reversed the award of exemplary damages, as no actual damages were found based upon
a tort cause of action."
a prospective
Finally, in Texaco, Inc, v. Pennzoil
stock buyer brought suit alleging tmtious interference with a
contract far stock purchase-merger. The court of appeals
found tbat punitive damages of $3 billion were excessive and,
under New York state court decisions, ordered a remittitur of
$2 billion dollars. The court found as follnws:
[clonsidering the type of action, the conduct involved,
and the need for deterrence, we are of the opinion that
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penalty may constitute a second "punishment" for the purposes of double jeopardy analysis. 490 U.S. at 441, 109
S.Ct. at 1897. The Supreme Court first found that the
label "criminal" or "civil" was a distinction without a diffeience, because a civil as well as a criminal sanction constitutes punishmeut when the sanction, as applied, serves
the goal of punishment. Id. at 448,109 S.Ct. at 1901. The
Court then stated as follows:
"[A] civil sanction that cannot fairly be said solely to
serve a remedial purpose, but rather can only be explained
as also serving either retributive or detenent purposes, is
punishment, as we have come to understand the tern."
I&. The Court stated that where the sanction is overwhelmingly disproportionate to the damage caused by the
offender and does not aid the goal of compensating the
Government for its loss, the defendant is entitled to an
acconnting to determine if the civil penalty sought following criminal prosecution constitutes a second punishment.
Id. at 449, 109 S.Ct. at 1902.
18. U.S . . 113 S. Ct. 2801,125 L.Ed.2d 488 (1993).
19. The issue in Austin was whether the Excessive Fines
Clause of the E~ghthAmendment applied to fo~feituresof
property nnder the Federal controlled substance forfeiture
statute.(E.N.text omitted. Ed.)
20. -US-,
114 S.Ct. 1937, 128 L.Ed.2d 767 (1994).
21. The Supreme Court began in Kurth Ranch by noting that
criminal fines, civil penalties, civil forfeitures, and taxes
all generate government revenues, impose fiscal budens
on individuals, deter certait~behaviors, and are snbject to
constitutional constraints. 114 S.Ct. at 1943 That Court
went on to state that "fines, penalties, and forfeitures are
readily characterized as sanctions." Id,at 1946. By this
language, the Court appeared to indicate that forfeiturns
are punishment. The issue in Kurth Ranch was whether
the marijuana tax's purposes were punitive in natufe, as
ale fines, penalties, and forfeitures. (E.N. text omitted. Ed.)
22.111 S.Ct. at 2705. Kennedy set forth the following
scheme:
'Tirst, the fixing of prison terms for specific c&ies,.. is
properly within the province of the legislature.... Second,
there are a variety of legitimate schemes based on theories
of retribution, dete~rence,incapacitation, and rehabilitation.... Third, marked divergences both in sentencing theories and the length of prescribed prison terms are the
inevitable, often beneficial, mult of the federal structure....
Fourth, proportionality review by federal coults should he
informed by objective factors to the maximum extent possible, and the relative lack of objective standards concerning length, as opposed to type, of sentence has ~esultedin
few successful proponionality challenges outside the capital punishment context. Finally, the Eighth Amendment
does not require strict proportionality between crime and
sentence, but rather forbids only exfreme sentences that are
grossly disproportionate to the crime."
23. United States v. Clurndler>36 F.3d 358, 365 (4th Cir.
1994) quoting 111 S.Ct. at 2705.
24. See Vnite~lStates v, Gnrcia, 20 F.3d 670, 672 (6th Cir.
1994) (a 262 month sentence 121.8 years] for conspiracy
with intent to distribute several hundred pounds of marijuana was not diqxoportionate); United States v. Dimson,

940 F.2d 989, 995 (6th Cir. 1991) (a 20 year sentence for
possession with intent to distribute 7 kilos of cocaine was
not disproportionate).
25. United States v. Cupa Gillian, 34 F.3d 860, 864 (9th Cir.
1994).
26. Simmons v. Iowa, 28 F.3d 1478, 1482 (8th Cir. 1994).
27. Id.
28, Id.
29. &d.
30.954 F.2d 313, 316 (5th Cir.), cerl. denied, -U S . -,
113 S.Ct. 146,121 L,Ed,2d9&(1992).
31. It is unlikely that the Federal circuits will soon resolve this
issue as the Federal Sentencing Guidelines pu~portedly
ensure proportionate sentences in all federal rriminal cases,
thereby removing from the debate the majority of the criminal cases which the federal circuit courts willreview.
32. In Arnold v. S f ~ t e873
, S.W.2d 27, 39 (Tex. Crim. App.
1993), the Court of Criminal Appeals held that neither a
sentence of life imprisonment nor a sentence of death is
constitutionally disproportionate for a defendant convicted of capital murder; no third sentencing option is
required. That Court looked to Andrade v. McCatfer, 805
F.2d 1190, 1193 (5th Cir. 1985), cert. denied 475 U.S.
1112,106 S.Ct. 1524,89 L.Ed.2d 921 (1986) wherein the
Fifth Circuit addressed the question in the context of a
challenge to the constitutionality of the Texas Capital
Murder Statute pursuant to Jurek v. Texas, 428 U.S. 262,
96 S.Ct. 2950,49 L.Ed.2d 929 (1976):
'The Texas capital punishment statute passed muster in
Jurek 11. Texas, 428 US. 262, 96 S.Ct. 2950.49 L4Ed.2d
929 (1976). The punishment to be assessed for the
offense of capital murder, as for all other state criminal
offenses, is a matter for the state legislature. Neither the
eighth amendment nor any other provision of the
Constitution mandates the enactment of a particular punishment for a patticular crime." (E.N. text omitted. Ed.)
873 S.W.2d at 39. Again, however, as with death penalty
case fmm the United States Supreme Court, capital murder is a subject unto itself with unique procedural rules
and beyond the scope of this paper,
33.864 S.W.2d 708, 725 (Tex. App. -Dallas 1993, pet.
granted on other grounds).
34. Id.at 725.
35. Id.
36. Id.
37. Id.
38. 881 S.W.2d 418, 420 (Tex.App.-Dallas 1994, pet.
refused).
39. Id., relying on Ha~rwdin,501 U.S. at 1004-06, 111 S,Ct.
at 2707 (Kennedy, J., plurality op.).
40. 881 S.W.2d at 420-421.
41. Under arecidivist statute, a sentence is "based not merely
on that person's most recent offense but also on the
propensities he has demonstrated over a period of time
during which be has been convicted of and sentenced for
othex ciin~es."Rummel v. Estelle, 445 U.S. 263,284, 100
S.Ct. 1133,1144,63 L.Ed.2d 382 (1980); McGzuder, 954
F.2d at 316. A state with a recidivist statute is not
iequired to treat a defendant as if an offense was his first
hilt is entitled to pIace upon the defendant "the onus of

Q)
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one who is simply umble to bring his conduct within the
social norms p~tscrihedby the criminal law of the State."
Rzimmel, 445 US. at 284, 100 S.Ct. at 1144. "[The] primary goals [of a recidivist statute] are to deter repeat
offenders and, at some point in the life of one who repeatedly commits criminal offenses serious enough to be punished as felonies, to segregate that person from the rest of
society for an extended period of time." Rumniel, 445
US. at 284, 100 S.Ct. at 1144-45. "[Tlhe point at which a
recidivist will he deemed to have denionstrated the necessary propensities and the amount of time that recidivist
will be isolated from society are matters largely within the
discretion of the punishing jurisdiction." Rantmel, 445
US. at 285, 100 S.Ct. at 1145.
42. 881 S.W.2d at 422.
43. 877 S.W.2d 441,443-444 (Tex. App. -Austin 1994, pet.
filed).
44. Indeed, the Court said as follows:
"Assuming, however, that proportionality review is
xequired by the Texas Constitution, appellant has failed to
demonstrate that the punishment in this cause is dispmportionate to the offense. Appellant asks us to take judicial
notice that a twenty-year sentence for possession of a trace
amount of cocaine "is virhlally unheard of in Texas," but
the evidence shows that appellant possessed five rocks of
crack cocaine, which is much more than a trace. Further,
the record contains no evidence regarding the sentences
imposed on other criminals in Williamson County, or the
sentences imposed in other Texas counties for the possession of similar amounts of cocaine. Considering the ~ecord
before us, including the evidence of appellant's two previous felony convictions and two previous misdemeanor
convictions, we are not persuaded that the punishment in
this cause is either cruel or unusual."
877 S.W.2d at 444.
45. 881 S.W.2d 830 (Tex.App.-Houston [14th Dist.] 1994,
pet. Granted).
46. 882 S.W.2d 17 (Tex.App.-Houston [Ist Dist.] 1994, pet.
granted).
47. See Fant v. State, 881 S.W.2d 830 (Tex.App.- Houston
[14th Dist.] 1994, no pet. h.); Ward v. Stale, 870 S.W.2d
659 (Tex.App.-Houston [lst Dist.] 1994, pet. ref'd);
Walker v. State, 828 S.W.2d 485 (Tex.App.-Dallas
1992, pet. ref d); Ex parte Rogers, 804 S.W.2d 945
(Tex.App.-Dallas 1990, no pet.).
48. 804 S.W.2d at 950. Quoting United States v. A Parcel of
Land With A Building Located Thereon, 884 F.2d 41, 44
(1st Cir. 1989). the court said as follows: "The lavages of
drugs upon our nation and the millions the government is
being forced to spend upon investigation and enforeement-not to mention the costs of drug-related crime and
drug abuse treatment, rehabilitation, and preventioneasily justify a recovery in excess of the strict volume of
the property aclually [forfeited]".
49. Austin, -- U.S. at -,
I13 S.Ct. at 2812; Hnlpu; 490
US. at 448, 109 S.Ct. at 1902.
50. Eichenseer v. Reserve &fe Ins. Co., 934 F.2d 1377, 1383
(5th Cir. 1991).
51. Interfirst Bank Dallas, N.A. 11. Risser; 739 S.W.2d 882,
886 -87 (Tex.App.- Texarkana 1987, no w~it)("[elxem-

.
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plary damages must be reasonably proportioned to actual
damages, but there can be no set formula for the ratio
between the amount of actual and exemplary damages.
This determination must depend upon the facts of each
puticular case....").
52.746 S.W.2d 810, 817-18 (Tex.App.-Corpus Christi
1988, nu writ).
53. Undenvrikm Life Ins. Co. v. Cobb, 746 S.W.2d at 817-18.
54. 708 S.W.2d 23,23 rex.App.-Dallas 1986, writ refd nxe.).
55. Id. at 23-24.
56. Id. at 24.
57. Id. at 25 (citations omitted).
58.714 S.W.2d 329, 333 (Tex.App.-Corpus Christi 1986),
vacated upon agr., 754 S.W.2d 646 (Tex. 1987).
59. Id. at 343.
60. Id. at 346 (citations omitted).
61. Id. at 347.
62.711 S.W.2d 389, 391 (Tex.App.- Beaumont), rev'd in
par&717 S.W.2d 901 (Tex.1986).
63. Id,at 396-97.
64.717 S.W.2d at 902.
65.703 S.W.2d 701, 703 (Tex.App.-Co~pus Christi 1985),
afldinpart, rev'd inpart, 71 1 S.W.2d 617 (Tex.1986).
66. Id.at 704.
67. Id. at 707.
68.71 1 S.W.2d at 618.
69.729 S.W.2d 768, 784 (Tex.App.-Houston [lst Dist.]
1987, writ ref'd n.r.e.), cert. dismism'd, 485 US. 994, 108
S.Ct. 1305,99 LBdSd 686 (1988).
70. Id. at 866. See:Pennington v. Singleton, 606 S.W.2d
682, 690 (Tex.1980); Commonwealth Lloyd's Ins. Co. v.
Thomas, 825 S.W.2d 135 (Tex.App.-Dallas 1992);
Itrterjht Bank Dallas, N.A. v. Risse,; 739 S.Wld 882,
886-87 (Tex.App.-Texarkana 1987, no writ); Preston
Carter Co. v. Tatum, 708 S.W.2d 23, 23 (Tex.App.Dallas 1986, writ refd n.r.e.).
71. In the area of civil cases, analysis of this issue is complicated by the recent enactments of the Texas Legislature.
In an attempt to regulate exemplary to actnal damages
ratios, our Legislature enacted a statute to limit the
amount of exemplary damages to four times the amount
of actual damages or $200,000, whichever is greater.
Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code Ann. Sec. 41.007 (Vernon
Supp.1994). (E.N. text omitted. Ed) Cifations Omitted.
72. 877 S.W.2d 441,443-444 (Tex. App. -Austin 1994, pet.
filed).
73. TEX. R. APP. 52(A).
74. In Johnson s. Stare, 882 S.W.2d 17, 20 n.8 (Tex.App.Hons. (1 Dist.) 1994, pet. granted) the Houston Court of
Appeals said as follows:
"We note that the State presented no evidence regarding
its costs or damages. However, in light of the fact that
appellant never made the argument in the trial court that
the amount of the forfeiture was disproportionate to the
damages incuired by the State, and considering that the
trial coiirt entered an "agreed" final judgment of forfeiture
of $11,547, we do not find it necessary to remand this
case to the trial court for consideration of the pmportionality of the forfeiture...."
75. Real guidmce may he found in the dissenting opinion in
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Snmll~r~ood
11. State, 827 S.W.2d 34, 38 (Tex.App.-Hous.
(I Dist.) 1992) (O'Connor, J. dissenting) There, the defendant was convicted of stealing $27.64 worth of meat. The
dissenting judge made the following observations:
"In Solem, the Supseme Court held that the eighth amendment prohibits punishment that is disproportionate to the
crime committed. Soleni, 463 U.S. at 284, 103 S.Ct. at
3006. It is a precept of justice that punishment for crime
should be graduated and proportioned to the offense.
Weems v. United States, 217 US. 349, 372-73, 30 S.Ct.
544,553.54 L.Ed. 793 (1910).
There is nothing graduated about a 50-year sentence for
stealing $27.64 worth of meat. In Texas, 60 years is the
life sentence, the maximum.... Thus, the punishment for
robbe~y,sexual assault, assault, non-capital murder, and
the endless list of other crimes, all more serious than
stealing $27.64, must fit within the50 to 60 year range
In Solenl, the Supreme Court established an objective threepart test to a sentence under the eighth amendment: (I)
compare the gravity of the offense and the ha~shnessof the
penalty; (2) compare the sentences imposed on other criminals in the same jurisdiction; and (3) compare the seetences imposed for commission of the same crime in other
jurisdictions. Solem, 463 US. at 290-91, 103 S.Ct. at 3010.
In applying the objective tests from Solem, I would find
the appellant received almost the maximum sentence for a
relatively minor crime....
Second, I would find the appellant has been treated more
ha~shlythan other criminals in this State who have committed more serious c r i m ~ .In Solem, the Supreme Court
looked to statutory punishment for other crimes in the
same state and held that at the time of sentencing, the
state of South Dakota was required to impose a life sentence for mu~der,treason, fifst-degtee manslaughter, first
degree arson, and kidnapping. Solem, 463 US. at 298,
103 S.Ct. at 3014. In compakg murder, treason, fistdegree manslaughter, fint degree arson, and kidnapping
to passing a check without an account, the Court held only
a handful of crimes, all more saious, warranted similar
punishment; and, many other crimes more serious than
passing a check did not warrant a life sentence. Soleni,
463 U.S. at 298-99, 103 S.Ct. at 3014....
Last, I would find the appellant has been treated more
harshly than he would have been in any other jurisdiction.... No state has a scheme as harsh as Texas. Of all the
states, Georgia has the harshest similar scheme: A second
offender could receive a minimum of three to a maximum
of 20 yerus, 30 years shoit of the appellant's punishment.
We can also look to the United States Sentencing
Commissions, Guidelines Manual (1991). Under the federal sentencing scheme, theft for $100 or less has a base
level of 4. Guidelines Manual p. 47. Because no other
factor that could increase the level applied for stealing
meat with a value under $100... the appellant would collect 29 points for his c~iminalhisto~y
....
C~oss-matchingthe federal sentencing guidelines level of
the offense (4) with the c~iminalhistory points (291, we
would find the sentence the federal government would
impose on a similar defendant would be between 6 and 12
months." ( The reader is urged to read the foll dissent in

....

Sniallwood, which was edited here for space reasons. ED.)
76.6815 S.W.Zd681 Tex. Crim. App. 1991). *
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Considerations tor
Appointed Counsel
in Federal
Criminal Appeals
4

-.

A

ppellate law, like all law, is
an inexact science: n o one
approach or strategy can be
applied in evely case. However, there
are some typical problems that an
appointed lawyer can expect to face in
representing an indigent criminal
defendant on appeal. This short memorandum p~ovidessome ideas for discovering and addressing these cornmon problems.

Preserve Your Issues!
The most important part of an appeal
happens before the notice of appeal is
filed -i.e., preservation of error. If an
enor is not preserved, it is is unlikely
that the coiut of appeals will even consider it, let alone ~ e v e ~because
se
of it.'
Thus, the defendant will suffer on
e
appeal if you do not effectively ~ a i san
issue before the district court. You w~ll
suffer, too - when you are appointed to
represent a defendant in the trial court.
you will usually be requh~dtocontinue
representation through the appeals
proce~s,~
and you will have to explain
to the court of appeals why you are
raising an issue that you failed to ~aise
in the district court.
The need to pleserve axor imposes
two gene~alrequuements on counsel:
(1) you must specifically request
the desired relief and explicitly state
the legal basis for your request. A
general objection3 or incomplete
request may be found insufficient by
the court:
(2) you must continue to make your
request or objection until you obtain a
square ruling from the district c o u ~ t . ~
VOICE VOLUME24 NUMBERS APRIL95

If, after a hearing, trial, or seutencing,
you believe that you did not fully preserve your issue, move for recousideraBy Henry J. Bemporad
tion or for new trial. Such motions provide another opportunity to spell out the issue for appellate purposes, and it might
even convince a few district judges to change their minds6

Consider the Consequences If You Win.
Sometimes, winning the battle on appeal can mean losing the war for your client.
For example, if a defendant's seutence is vacated and the case remanded by the court
of appeals, the defendant may sometimes face a higher sentence at resentencing (particularly if the probation officer, prosecutor, or court made an error in the defendant's favor the first time).7 Sirnilally, after a successful argument on appeal that the
defendant's guilty plea was improper, the Govennnent may withdraw from a favorable plea agreement when the case is iemanded for a new plea.
You should always explain the consequences to your client if your argument on
appeal is successful. If the appeal entails risk of a higher senteuce or additional convictions on ema and, you should discuss these ~isksthoroughly with your client. Try
to dissuade your client fiom proceeding on appeal if there is a significant danger that
remand could lead to a worse result. In any event, obtain your client's consent
before you make what could be a risky argument.

Emphasize Ouality Over Quantity.
The courts of appeals face an ever-inc~easingcaseload, d~ivenby a dramatic rise in
~ move cases more quickly, the Fifth Circuit has
appeals in fonna p a u p e r i ~ . To
assigned staff attorneys to review criminal cases; many of theqe cases are chosen for
summary disposition on the confeience calendar? This emphasis on speedy disposition will have direct consequences for your appeals - the comt will spend less time
on them. Attorneys need to respoud by being more selective in cboosiug issues f o ~
appeal and mole direct in arguing the issues they choose.
It is bette~to pment fewer, stmnger issues in your brief. Weak issues reflect badly on
the strouger points, and you want tbe limited time the court will allot to your case to be
spent on your st~ongestcontenti~ns.'~Ordinarily you should winnow out weakel issues
until you have (at most) the three or four stro~igest,"and preseut the stlongest issue first.
H e ~ ate
e some questions to ask in determining the strength of a given point:
(1) Is it well-grounded in settled law, or does it require that curlent precedent be
extended or o v e r ~ k d ?
(2) Did the eliw have a specific, h'annful effect on your client's case, or can it he easily
argued that the enor was harmless?
(3) Will the issue be reviewed de nova by the appellate court, or will defe~encebe
or "abuse of
accorded the tlial judge (e.g., by application of the "clearly e~~oneous"
discretion" standards or ~eview)?'~
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(4) Is the record adequate for the appellate court to review the
issue? Was the legal issue presewed before the district court?I3

lengthy research and writing work on a potential issue your
client should not raise and has no interest in raising. On other
occasions you will he ahle to do something to benefit your
client that has little to do with the appeal (helping him deal
with the Bureau of Prisons, for example). As in the trial court,
rapport with your client is important on appeal - when you
make the strategic decision to raise certain issues rather than
others, your relationship with your client will help lead to
understanding and acceptance of your view.16 Remember that
the vast majority of federal criminal appeals result in affirmance - if you can do nothing else for your clients, discovering and responding to their needs will at least make them feel
that someone cares about them and is fighting for their rights.

Once you choose the issues for appeal, similar considerations apply to the arguments you make on the chosen points.
111considering what arguments to make in your brief, arrange
the contentions in order of their strength, and drop weak or
tenuous arguments in favor of developing the stronger ones.
There arc two special types of arguments that you should try
to include, if you can: fairness arguments and policy argunlents. Faimess xguments may be either procedural (the defendant didn't get an opportunity to present his side of the sto~y)or
substantive (the defendant is innocent, or has been punished too
sevel-ely).* These arguments will help the cowt to sympathize
with your client, which is the first step towards convincing the
court to mle with your argument. A policy argument explains
why the result you seek will he beneficial to criminal legal
practice or the judicial system as a whole. In addition to supporting your contentions, a policy argument can emphasize that
the case has meaning beyond its importance to the parties.
Find on Editor.
Much of what trial lawyers do in court is spontaneous;
while a witness-examination or oral argument can be prepared
in advance, trial attorneys by necessity must respond quickly
and argue extemporaneously in the courtroom.
Unfortunately, this may lead to inadvertent errors that can
only be bemoaned in hindsight. However, because the main
argument on appeal is contained in a written brief, appellate
lawyers have the chance to avoid misstatments before they
occur, through editing.
After drafting your brief, find someone to read it.
Preferably, you should go to a lawyer with experience in the
area,'" but any literate person will do in apinch. They can tell
you if the b~iefseems persuasive or far-fetched, clear or confusing, pithy or laborious. They may be able to provide specific ways in which to improve the argument. Remember that
in criminal appeals to the Fifth Circuit, most requests for oral
argument are I-efused; thus, the brief often provides your only
opportunity to address the court. Given the importance of the
brief on appeal, it is unwise to forego the chance to have
someone review your arguments before the court does.
Understand Your Client's Needs.
This consideration is most applicable to cases where yo11
are appointed as counsel only after district court proceedings
have ended. In this situation, you. first priority is to find out
why your client wants to appeal.
Defendants appeal because they are unhappy with the events
in the trial court, usually with their convictions or the severity
of their sentences. You should not assume, however, that a
defendant who appeals wants to challenge his conviction and
sentence on any possible ground; indeed, the defendant may
have appealed for reasons that have little to do with the ~eliefa
court of appeals can order. Try to contact your clients as soon
as you are appointed on appeal. Find out what they believe
went wrong, and what relief they wanted whcn they filed
notice of appeal.'' In some cases, you will be ahle to avoid

I. In United Stntes v. Crrlverley, the Fifth Circuit held that,

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
* See Proporlionalify Review in Criminal Cases this issue.
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before it would consider an appellate point not preserved
in the district court, the defendant must show (1) error (2)
that was plain and (3) that affected substantial rights. 37
F.3d 160, 162-64 (5th Cir. 1994) (en banc). Even then,
the court has discretion to refuse to reverse for plain enor,
and will only reverse for ell-ors that "seriously affect the
fairness, integrity, or public reputation of judicial proceedings." Id. at 164 (quoting United Stntes 1'. Atkinsoir,
297 U S . 157, 160 (1936)).
See Fifth Circuit Plan Under the Criminal Justice Act for
Representation on Appeal, Sec. 2 (1990) ("In cases on
appeal where a party was represented in the District Court
by counsel appointed under the Act, such counsel shall be
mindful of his obligation and responsibility to continue
his representation on appeal . . . .").
See United Stores 11. Mnldonnrlo, No. 94-60243, 1995 WL
3841 (5th Cir., Jan. 6, 1995) (finding suppression issue
waived because of insufficient legal argument).
For example, in U~riterlStates 18. Wilder, 15 F.3d 1292
(5th Cir. 1994), the court of appeals found that counsel
had waived the argument that defendant was improperly
sentenced on the basis of ex parte letters submitted by the
prosecutor to the judge. "While Wilder argues that he did
'object[ ] to the fact that he had not been permitted to
even see the letters,' the I-ecord reveals that Wilder did not
ask the district court to order production of the leners until
after he had been sentenced." Id. at 1297. At sentencing,
counsel had said: "I would move at this time that the
Court consider unsealing [the letters] so that we can adequately and intelligently make a decision with regard to
the appeal; and if we do decide to appeal, whether we can
adequately respond and intelligently argue our position
before the Court of Appeals."Id. at 1297 n.11.
See, e.g., McKinrrey 1,. Estelle, 657 F.2d 740, 742 (5th Cir.
Unit A Sept. 1981) (under Texas law, although defense
counsel objected at proper time, he failed to perfect objection
by obtaining ruling on it), cert. denied, 456 US. 937 (1982).
The court of appeals may find, however, that an issue has
been waived despite a motion for reconsideration, due to
the lack of a contemporaneoi~sobjection. Cf. U~rited
Stntes v. Mnrtinez, 962 F.2d 1161, 1165-66 (5th Cir.
1992) (motion to strike testimony waived issue when not
contempomieous with admission of testimony).
See, e.g., United States I,. Scl~~~reltze,;
960 F.2d 405, 408
(5th Cir.) (defendant appeals 39-month sentence as
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improper departure above guideline range; Fifth Circuit
remands for imposition of a mandato~yminimumfive-year
sentence that the prosecution had agreed not to seek in parties' plea bargain), cert. denied, 113 S. Ct. 609 (1992).
8. See Graves Ir Har~rpton,I F.3d 315, 317 (5th Cir. 1993).
9. See Jerry E. Smith, Fore~vord,25 Tex. Tech L. Rev. 255,
257 (1994) (238 criminal appeals and 149 habeas appeals
handled on conference calendar in between February 1992
and August 1993). Cases placed on the confe~encecalendar "not only do not deserve oral argument, but also do
not merit the separate attention of each of three screening
judges individually in chambers." Id. at 256.
10. As the Supreme Court has noted:
Most cases present only one, two, or three significant
questions. . . . [Ilf you cannot win on a few major points,
the others are not likely to help, and to attempt to deal
with a great many in the limited number of pages allowed
for briefs will mean that none may receive adeqi~ateattention. The effect of adding weak arguments will be to
dilute the force of the stronger ones.
Jones 11. Barnes, 463 U S . 745, 752 (1983) (quoting
Robert L. Stern, Appellate Practice in the United States
266 (1983)).
11. See Jones v. Barnes, 463 US. at 752 n.5.
12. For a guide to the vasious standards of review applied on
appeal, see Timothy Crooks's "Standards of Review" outline included in this issue. Note that the recently-amended
Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure reqnire that the standard of review be stated in the argument section of the brief
on appeal. Fen. R. APP.P. 28(a)(6) (effective Dec. 1, 1994).

13. Sometimes, appointed counsel on appeal will find that
ineffective assistance of trial counsel presents that
strongest issue on which to challenge a client's conviction, particularly when it appears that an important issue
was not preserved before the district court. The court of
appeals, however, will rarely consider ineffective-assistance claims on direct appeal, because the record is usually not adequate for review. See, e.g., United States I,.
McCaskey, 9 F.3d 368, 380 (5th Cir. 1993) (general rule is
that claim of ineffective assistance of counsel cannot be
resolved on direct appeal unless first raised before the district cou~t),cert denied, 114 S . Ct. 1565 (1994).
14. The Federal Public Defender's Office will help panel
attorneys find lawyers to read their briefs.
15. If you are appointed on appeal, it is usually a good idea to
talk to the lawyer who handled the case before the district
court. Realize, however, that there may be tensions
between your client and his former counsel that led to the
lawyer's withdrawing from the case.
16. Counsel may have an ethical duty to accede to a client's
insistence on pressing a particular contention on appeal.
See Jones v. Bavres, 463 U.S. at 753 11.6.

*
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Standards of Review
in Federal
Criminal Appeals
nffective Dec. 1, 1993, the Federal Rules of Appel-late
- -

Procedul-e were amended to require the inclusion of a
specific statement of the standard of review applicable to every issue raised on appeal: "The argument must also
include for each issue a concise statement of the applicable
standal-d of review; this statement may appear in the discussion of each issue or under a separate heading placed before
the discussion of the issues." FED. R. APP. P. 28(a)(5).
Lawyers writing briefs under the amended version of Rule
28 should be advised that the Fifth Circuit is very strictIy
enforcing the rule regarding the statement of the standal-d of
I-eview. I am personally aware of one case where an attorney's brief was returued iu~filedbecause it did not contain a
statement of the standard of review.
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Because it can be
extl-emely time-consuming to look for
the standard of
review for each issue
in each case, I have
con~piledthe following list of standards
By Timothy Crooks
of review for some
of the more common issues in federal criminal appeals, with
supporting Fifth Circuit authority. Attorneys using these standards of review and citations of authority should be aware
that since preparation of this article, there may have been a
gl-ant of rehearing, or denial of certiorari, in some of the mol-e
recent citations.
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Any contributions of Fifth Circuit standaras of review for
questions not addressed in this outline are always welcome.
Please send these to me, Timothy Crooks, Asst. Federal Public
Defender and Chief of Appeals. Office of the Fedeml Public
Defender, 600 Texas St., Suite 100, Fort Worth, Texas 76102.

1066, 1069 (5th Cir. 1990)), cert. denied,
- U S . .
I l l S.Ct. 2038 (1991).

CONTINUANCE:
Denial of motion for continuance: abuse of discretion
United States v. Correa-Ventura, 6 F.3d
1070, 1074 (5th Cir. 1993).

STANDARDS OF REVIEW
ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE:
Factual findings: clearly erloneous
Application of controlling law to facts: de novo

CROSS-EXAMINATION:
Rulings limiting the scope or extent of cross-examination: abuse of discretion

United States v. Neal, 27 F.3d 1035, 1048
C5th Cir.) (citing In re Auclair, 961 F.2d 65,
69 (5th Cir. 1992)), cert. denied, -US.
-,
115 S.Ct. 530 (1994).

United States v. Coleman, 997 F.2d 1101,
1105 (5th Cir. 1993) cert. denied, U . S .
-, 114 S.Ct. 735 and
US. -,
114 S.Ct. 893 (1994); United States v.
Barksdale-Contreras, 972 F.2d 11 1 (5th Cir.
1992), cert. denied,
US. -,
113
S.Ct. 1060 (1993);
Delaware v.
Van Arsdall, 475 US. 673,679 (1986).

BATSON CHALLENGES:
District court's findings concerning the presence of
purposeful discrimination vel rn in jury selection:
clearly emoneons

see,

DEPOSITIONS:
Denial of motion to take depositions under Fed. R.
Crim. P. 15fa): abuse of discretion

United States v. Pofahl, 990 F.2d 1456,
1466 (5th Cir.), cert. denied
US.
,
114 S.Ct. 266, and
U.S. -,
144 S.Ct 560 (1993).

CLOSING ARGUMENT:
Limitations on time allowed for closing argument:
abuse of discretion

United States v. Awamal, 17 F.3d 737,
741-42 (5th Cir. 1994).

DISCOVERY:
Alleged errors in administration of discovery mles:
abuse of discretion

United States v. Leal, 30 F.3d 577, 586 (5th
Cir. 1994). citing United States v. Bernes,
602 F.2d 716,722 (5th Cir. 1979).

United States v. Neal. 27 F.3d 1035, 1049
(5th Cir.) (citing United States v. Gonzalez,
967 F.2d 1032, 1035 (5th Cir. 1992)), cert.
denied,
U.S. ----, 115 S.Ct. 530
(1994).

CONFESSIONS:
Ultimate issue of voluntariness of confession: de novo
Findings of fact relativeto confession: clearly e~roneous

DISQUALIFICATION
of defense counsel: abuse of
discretion

United States v. Restrepq, 994 F.2d 173, 183
(5th Cir. 1993); United States v. Doucette,
979 F.2d 1042, 1045 (5th Cir. 1992).

United States v. Coleman, 997 F.2d 1101,
1104 (5th Cir. 1993) cert. denied, -U.S.
U S . ,
114 S.Ct 735 and
114 S.Ct. 893 (1994); see also, Wheat v.
United States, 486 US. 153, 163-64 (1988);
United States v. Reeves, 892 F.2d 1223,
1227 (5th Cir. 1990).

CONFLICT OF INTEREST:
Defendants' waiver of conflict-free counsel:
reviewed for simple e m

CONSENT

-

United States v. Maore, 37 F.3d 169, 174
(5th Cir. 1994), citing United States v.
707 F.2d 139, 144 (5th Cir. 1983).

See SEARCH AND SEIZURE

DOUBLE JEOPARDY:
Denial of motion to dismiss for DOUBLE JEOPARDY: de novo

CONSTITUTIONAL STANDARDS:
Incorrect application of constitutional standards: de novo
United States v. Shaw, 920 F.2d 1225, 1228
(5th Cir.) (citing American Civil Liberties
Union v. State of Mississippi, 911 F.2d

@

United States v. Botello, 991 F.2d 189, 192
US.
(5th Cir. I992), cert. denied,
-,
I I4 S.Ct. 886 (1993).
Review of double jeopardy challenges to multiple prosee~tiodunpositionof ~nultiplepunishments: de novo
VOLUME24 NUMBERS APRIL95 VOICE

United States v. Cruce, 21 F.3d 70, 74 (5th
Cir.) (citing United States v. Deshaw, 974
F.2d 667, 669 (5th Cir. 1992)), cert. denied,
-US.
-,
115 S.Ct. 174 (1994).

ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE

GUILTY PLEA:
Voluntariness of plea: de novo
~~~

United States v. Howard, 991 F.2d 195, 199
(5th Cir. 1993) (citing Marshall v. Lonbereer,
459 US. 422,431 (1983)). cea. denied, U.S. -,
114 S.Ct 395 (1993).

- See WIRETAPS

EVIDENCE:
Admissibility: abuse of discretion

HABEAS CORPUS:
Jury instructions:
United States v. Coleman, 997 F.2d 1101,
In evaluating a constitutional challenge to a jury
1104 (5th Cir. 1993), cert. denied, instruction, a reviewing court must "inquire
U S . , 114 S.Ct. 735 and
US.
'whether there is a reasonable likelihood that the
----, 114 S.Ct. 893 (1994); see also,
jury has applied the challenged instruction in a way'
United States v. Lindell, 881 F.2d 1313 (5th
that violates the Constitution." Estelle v. McGuire,
Cir. 1989), cert. denied, 496 U S . 926
- U S . ,
112 S.Ct. 475,482 (1991), quoting
(1990); United States v. Anderson, 933 F.2d
Boyde v. California, 494 U S . 370, 380 (1990); see
1261, 1268 (5th Cir. 1991).
also, Estelle v. McGuire, id. at 482 n.4 (expressly
disapproving seemingly contradictory standards of
FED. R. EVID. 403 determinations: abuse of discletion
review in previous cases). The court must determine "whether the ailing instruction by itself so
United States v. Willis, 6 F.3d 257,260 (5th
infected the entire trial that the resi~ltingconviction
Cir. 1993), citing United States v.
violates due process." Cup? v. Naughten, 414 U.S.
Rohichaux, 995 F.2d 565, 568 (5th Cir.)
141, 147 (1973).
cert. denied, -US. -,
114 S.Ct. 332
(1993) aud United States v. Dula, 989 F.2d INDICTMENT:
772, 778 (5th Cir.), celt. denied -US.
Sufficiency of indictment (where objected to in dis-,
114 S.Ct. 172 (1993).
trict court): de novo

FED. R. EVID. 404(b) determinotionr:
District court must make Beechum' findings; if it
does, findings are reviewed for abuse of discretion. If
the trial court "did not articulate its reasoning," court
of appeals may conduct the Beechum analysis itself.
If, however, the factors on which the Beechinn analysis are made are uot "readily apparent," remand is
required due to the "uncertainty of the I-ecord."

United States v. Hard, 6 F.3d 276, 283 (5th
Cir. 1993) (citing United States v. Aguilar,
967 F.2d 111, 112 (5th Cir. 1992)), cert.
denied,
US. ,
1 14 S.Ct. 1551
(1994).
Sufficiency of indictment (where first raised on
appeal): indictment to be read with "maximum liberality"

United States v. Robinson, 700 F.2d 205,
212-14 (5th Cir. 1983).

United States v. Rivera, 879 F.2d 1247,
1251 n.3 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 493 US.
998 (1989).

Rulings on the admissibility of expert testimony:
manifestly erroneous

Denial of motion to strike language from indictn~ent:
abuse of discretion

United States v. Chaovell, 6 F.3d 1095, 1100
(5th Cir. 1993) (citing United States v. Moore,
997 F.2d 55 (5th Cir. 1993)), cert. denied,
-US-,
114S.Ct. 1 2 3 A1235.

United States v. Graves, 5 F.3d 1546, 1550
(5th Cir. 1993) (citing United States v.
Bullock, 451 F.2d 884, 888 (5th Cir.
1971)), cert. denied, -U.S. ,
114
S.Ct. 1829 (1994).

EXIGENT CIRCUMSTANCES:
See SEARCH AND SEIZURE
FINE:
Deteiminationof ability to pay a fiue: cleady erroneous

INSANITY/ INCOMPETENCY:
Whether insanity acqnittee should be released pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 8 4243: clearly ei~oneoos

United States v. Thomas, 13 F.3d 151, 153
& 11.8 (5th Cir. 1994) [citing United States
v. Favorito, 5 F.3d 1338 (9th Cir. 1993),
cert. denied, ---- U S . ____,
114 S.Ct.
1374 (1994)l.

United States v. Jackson, 19 F.2d 1003,
1006 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, ---- U.S.
-,
115 S.Ct. 237 (1994).
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Whether publicity during a trial is so prejudicial as to
require a mistrial: abuse of discretion

JENCKS ACT:
Whether written materials constitute a "statement"
under the Jencks Act: clearly erroneous

United States v. Bass, 10 F.3d 256,259 (5th
Cir. 1993).
Motion for mistrial based upon an alleged prejudicial
comment by the prosecution: abuse of discretion

United States v. Frasoso, 978 F.2d 896,899
(5th Cir. 1992), c&. denied, -U.S.
-,
113 S.Ct. 1664 (1993).

JURY:

United States v. Heacock, 31 F.3d 249, 256
(5th Cir. 1994), citing United States v.
BentleySmith, 2 F.3d 1368, 1378 (5th Cir.
1993).

Excusal of juror: abuse of discretion
United States v. Speer, 30 F.3d 605, 610-11 (5th
Cir.), cert. denied, -U.S. ,
115 S.Ct. 603
(1994); United States v. Huntress, 956 F.2d 1309,
1312 (5th Cir. 1992). cat. denied,
US.
113 S.Ct. 2330 (1993).

MULTIPLICITY: de novo

.

JURY INSTRUCTIONS:
Overall test: Coult reviews to deteimine whether the
comt's charge, as a whole, is a correct statement of
the law and whether it clearly instructs jurors as to
the principles of law applicable to the factual issues
confronting them.

NEW TRIAL:
Denial of motion for new trial: abuse of discretion
United States v. Brechtel, 997 F.2d 1108,
1120 & n.54 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, US. ,
114 S.Ct. 605 (1993): United
States v. Bavtank (Houston), 934 F.2d 599
(5th Cir. 1991); United States v. Arrovo,
805 F.2d 589,599 (5th Cir. 1986).

United States v. Laury, 985 F.2d 1293,
1300 (5th Cir. 1993).
Standard of review for alleged errors in inst~uctions:
abuse of discretion
United States v. Coleman, 997 F.2d 1101,
1105 (5th Cir. 1993) (citing United States v.
C b & g ,964 F.2d 437,444 (5th Cir. 1992)),
cat. denied, -U.S. ,
114 S.Ct. 735
U . S . .
114S.Ct. 893(1994).

PLEA AGREEMENR
Blwach of plea agreement: question of law (thus presumably de novo)
United States v. Gamia-Bonilla, 11 F.3d 45,
46 (5th Cir. 1993), eiting U&ed States v.
Valencia, 985 F.2d 758, 760 (5th Cir.
1993).

Refusal to give a requested instruction: abuse of
discretion
United States v. Tho~ms.12 F.3d 1350, 1365
(5th Cir. 1994), cea. denied, -U.S. -,
114S.Ct. 1861 and2119 (1994); United States
-,
926 E2d410,414 (5th Cu. 1991).
Refusal to give requested specific unanimity
instruction: abuse of discretion

United States v. Hord, 6 F.3d 276, 280 (5th Cir.
1993), citing United States v. Brechtel, 997 F.2d
1108, 1112 (5th Cir.) (per ouriam), cert. denied, US. -,
114 S.Ct. 605 (1993).

PROSECUTORIAL MISCONDUCT:
Improper remarks in closing argument: court
reviews allegedly improper prosecutorial remarks to
determine whether they were both inappropriate and
harmful. In older to constitute reversible error, the
offending remarks must have affected the defendant's substantial rights, and must have contributed
to the guilty ve~dict.

United States v. Cowea-Ventura, 6 F.3d 1070, 1076
(5th Cir. 1993);United States v. Sasser, 971 F.2d
470, 477 (10th Cir. 1992), cert. denied, - US.
-, 113 S.Ct. 1292 (1993); United States v. Beros,
833 F.2d 455,458 n.3 (31d Cir. 1987).

United States v. Lowenberg, 853 F.2d 295,
301 (5th Cir. 1988). cert. denied, 489 US.
1032 (1989).

G m F I N error (comment on defendant's failure
to testify): de novo

MISTRIAL:
Grant or denial of a mistlial: abuse of discretion
United States v. Willis, 6 F.3d 257,263 (5th
Cir. 1993),citing United States v. Covenex,
995 F.2d 578,584 (5th Cir. 1993).

@

United States v. Mares, 940 F.2d 455, 461
(9th Cir. 1991). citing United States v.
Qmy, 876 F.2d 1411, 1416 (9th Cir. 1989),
cert. denied, 495 U.S. 930 (1990).
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PUBLICIPI:
Whether publicity during trial requires mistrial:
abuse of discretion
United States v. Bass, 10 F.3d 256,259 (5th
Cir. 1993).
Denial of request for voir dire on midtrial publicity:
abuse of discretion
United States v. Faulkner, I7 F.3d 745,763
115
(5th Ci.), cert. dmied, -U.S. -,
S.Ct. 193 (1994).

REOPENING PROCEEDINGS:
Denial of motion to reopen: abuse of discretion

United States v. Richard, 994 F.2d 244,247
(5th Cir. 1993) (citation omitted).
District court's determination of consent clearly
erroneous
U n i t e d t e s v. Wilson, 36 F.2d 1298,
I304 (5th Cir. 1994), citing United States v.
8 F.3d 989,997 (5th Cir. 1993).

m,

Finding of exigent circumstances: clearly emneous
United States v. Reed, 26 F.3d 523, 528
(5th Cir. 1994).

United States v. Walker, 772 F.2d 1172,
1177 (5th Cir. 1985) (trial),

Ultimate conclusion that probable cause exists1
does not exist: de novo

United States v. Hobbs, 31 F.3d 918, 923
(9th Cir. 1994) (suppression bearing).

United States v. Cha~pell,6 F.3d 1095,
1100 (5th Cir. 1993) (citation omitted),
Celt. denied, -U.S. ,
114 S.Ct. 123
&1235 (1994).

RESTITUTION:
Legality of restitution order: de novo
If sentence is legal, award of restitution reviewed
for: abuse of discretion
United States v. Reese, 998 F.2d 1275,
1280 (5th Cir. 1993), citing United States v.
964 F.2d 437, 451-52 (5th Cir.
1992).

m,

REVOCATION OF PROBATION: ubuse of discretion
United States v. King, 990 F.2d 190, 193
114
(5th Cir.), cert. denied, -U.S. -,
S.Ct. 1223 (1993);United States v. Fwar,
920 F.2d 252, 258 (5th Cir. 1990), cert.
denied. 499 US. 981 (1991).
RULE 35:
Motion to correct sentence (pre-Guidelines version
of Rule 35): gross abuse of discretion.
United States v. Martinez, 19 F.3d 910,911
(5th Cir. 1994), citing United States v.
Hanvard, 762 F.2d 1226, 1228 (5th Cir.
1985).
Motion to reduce sentence (pre-Guidelines version
of Rule 35): gross abuse of discretion
United States v. Sinclair, 1 F.3d 329, 330
(5th Cir. 1993) (per curiam).

SEARCH AND SEIZURI: See also WARRANTS
General: Factual findings are reviewed under the clearly emneous standard, and the district court's conclusions of law on l e d questions are revieweddem.
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General: "How the Guidelines are to be interpreted
is a question of law, which [this Court] review[s] de
m. However, factual findings under the
Guidelines are reviewed only for clear error."
United States v. Carreon, 11 F.3d 1225, 1230 &
nn.lO,ll (5th Cir. 1994), citing United States v.
Lara-Velasauez, 919 F.2d946,953 (5th Cir. 1990).
Enhancement1 adjustment for abuse of position of
trust (U.S.S.G. 8 3B1.3): clearly erroneous
United States v. Fisher, 7 F.3d 69, 70 (5th
Cir. 1993), citing United States v. Ehrlich,
902 F.2d 327, 330 (5th Cir. 1990). WE.
&&d, 498 U.S. 1069 (1991); United States
v. Brown, 7 F.3d 1155, 1161 (5th Cir.
1993), citing United States v. Brown, 941
F.2d 1300, 1304 (5th Cir.), ceft. denied,
498 U.S. 1069 (1991).
District court's finding as to whether defendantqualifies
for acceptance of responsibility (U.S.S.G. 5 3El.l):
even more deferential than a pulp. clear e m r standard
United States v. Brown, 7 E3d 1155, 1162
(5th Cir. 1993),citing United States v. Watson,
988 F.2d 544,551(5th Cir. 1993),cert. denied,
- U S . .
114 S.Ct. 698 (1994).
(BUT NOTE: Circuit jurisprudence indicates conflicting holdings a&to applicable
standard of review. &G United States v.
Thomas, 12 F.3d 1350, 1379 & 11.39 (5th
Cir. 1994) (collecting cases with varying
stendard of review).)

United States v. Hushey, 877 F.2d 1256,
1259 (5th Cir. 1989). rev'd on other
grounds sub nom., Hughey v. United
495 US. 411 (1990); United States
v. Pomazi, 85 1 F.2d 244, 247 (9th Cir.
1988).

Choice of tddeline: de novo
United States v. Leed, 981 F.2d 202, 207
(5th Cir. 1992), cert. denied, -US. ,
113 S.Ct. 2971 (1993).
Whether collateral attack of priors is permitted:
abuse of discretion

Amount of loss: clearly erroneous
United States v. Chanpell, 6 F.3d 1095,
1101 (5th Ci. 1993) (citation omitted), cert.
denied.
U S . , 114 S.Ct. 123 and
1235 (1994); United States v. Brown, 7
F.3d 1155, 1159 (5th Cir. 1993), citing
United States v. Wimbish, 980 F.2d 312,
US.
313 (5thCir. 1992), cert. denied.
-,
113 S.Ct, 2365 (1993) and United
States v. Sowels, 998 F.2d 249,251 (1993),
cert. denied, -- U S . ---, 114 S.Ct.
1076 (1994).

United States v. Canales, 960 F.2d 1311,
1315 (5th Cir. 1992).
End date of a conspiracy for purposes of determining applicable Guideline version: clearly erroneous
United States v. Thomas, 12 F.3d 1350.
1371 (5th Cir. 1994), citing United States v.
Devine, 934 F.2d 1325, 1332 (5th Cir.
1991), cert. denied, -US. ,
112
S.Ct. 349 (1991) and -US. ,
112
S.Ct. 911, and 952, and 954,aA 1164, and
1197 (1992).

Finding that defendant has engaged in more than
minimal planning: clearly erroneous

Departures:
United States v. Bfown, 7 F.3d 1155, 1159
(5th Cir. 1993), citing United States v.
Bamdt.913 E2d 201,204 (5th Cir. 1990).

Degree ormsonablenm of depattuic abuse of discretion
Whether ground for departure is proper: de novo
United States v. Fierro, 38 F.3d 761, 775
u.7 (5th Cir. 1994) (citations omitted).

Finding of obstructiveconduct for purposes of obstruction of justice enhancement: clearly erroneous

Drug quantity: clearly enoneous
United States v. Graves, 5 F.3d 1546, 1555
(5th Cir. 1993), citing United States v.
PofahL 990 F.2d 1456, 1481 (5th Ci.), cert.
denied
US. ,
114 S.Ct. 266, and
-U.S.,
144 S.Ct. 560 (1993); h
t
see, United States v. Surasky, 976 F.2d 242,
244 (5th Cir. 1992) (citations omitted)("eontrary to law or clearly erroneous").

United States v. Thomas, 12 F.3d 1350,
1369 (5th Cir. 1994), citing United States v.
898 F.2d 442,445 (5th Cu. 1990).

m,

Enhancement under 21 U.S.C. 58 841 and 851:
Meaning of term "prior conviction": de novo

Finding that a defendant is an organizerneader:
clearly erroneous

United States v. Liunori, 5 F.3d 435, 436
US.
(9th Cir. 1993). cert. denied,
114 S.Ct. 738 (1994).

-.

United States v. Puig-Infante, 19 P.2d 929,
(5th Cir.) (citing United States v.
Watson, 988 F.2d 544, 550 (5th Cir. 19931,
cert. denied, -US.
-,
I14 S.Ct. 698
(1994)), cert. denied, -US. ,
115
S.Ct. 180 (1994).

Determination of ability topay a h e : clearly ennneous

----

United States v. Thomas, 13 F.3d 151, 153
& n.8 (5th Cir. 1994), citing United States
v. Favorito, 5 F.3d 1338 (9th Cir. 1993).

Prior conviction:
Grouping of multiple counts: Whether and how to
group a defendant's offense are legal questions subject to de novo ~eview."
United States v. Patterson, 962 F.2d 409,
416 (5th Cir. 1992).

Whether a prior conviction is covered/counted under
the Guidelines: de novo
Factual matters concerning prior conviction: clearly
erroneous
United States v. Howard, 991 F.2d 195, 199
114
(5th Cir.), cert. denied, -U.S. -,
S.Ct. 295 (1993).

Legality of a criminal sentence: de novo

@
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Sufficiency of proof of prior convictions: & rn

dence established guilt beyond a reasonable doubt,
viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to
the verdict.
Glasser v. United States, 315 U.S. 60, 80
(1942); see.lso,Jackson v. Vireiuia, 443
U.S. 307, 319 (1979) (conviction must be
allowed to stand if, "after viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the
prosecution," the reviewing court finds that
"any rational trier of fact could have found
the essential elements of the crime beyond a
leasonabledoubt").

United States v. Sveer, 30 F.3d 605, 613
(5th Cir. 1994) (citing United States v.
Martinez-Corteq, 988 F.2d 1408, 1410 (5th
114
Cir.), cert. denied,
U.S. ,
S.Ct. 605 (1993)). cert. denied, -U.S.
114 S.Ct.704 (1995).

-.

Whether convictions are related cases for purposes
of Guidelines: de novo
United States v. Ford, 996 F.2d 83, 85 (5th
Cir. 1993) (citing United States v. Garcia, 962
F.2d 479,481 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, U S . . 113 S.Ct. 293 [1992)), cert. denied.
-US.
-, 114 S.Ct 704 (1994).

Where no motion for judgment of acquittal made,
or where motion is not renewed at the close of endence: court will not review the sufficiency of the
evidence unless a manifest miscarriage of justice
resulted. United States v. Shaw, 920 P.2d 1225,
1230 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, -u s . , 111
S.Ct 2038 (1991). Such n miscarriage exists only if
the record lacks any evidence pointing to guilty or if
the evidence was so tenuous that a conviction would
be "shocking." United States v. Ruiz, 860 F.2d 615,
617 (5th Cir. 1988).

Rule 32 vloladons:
These present a purely legal question which may he
raised for the &st time on appeal, United States v.
Velasauez, 748 F.2d 972, 974 (5th Cir. 1984); thus,
they are presumably freely reviewable on appeal
under a de novo-type standard.
Preclusion of witnesses from testifying at sentencing: abuse of discretion
United States v. Nmaez.38 F.3d 162,165 (5th
&.1994),citing FED. R. CRIM. P. 32(c).

SEVERANCE: nbure of distretion
United States v. Restreuo, 994 F.2d 173,186
(5th Cir. 1993): United States v. Louez, 979
F.2d 1024, 1035 (5th Ci.1992). cert. denied,
-US-,
113 S.Ct. 2349 (1993).

SUPPRESSION

-See SEARCH AND SEIZURE

VAGUENESS:
Whether a criminal statute is void for vagueness: de
novo
United States v. Nevers, 7 F.3d 59, 61 (5th
Cir. 1993) (citations omitted), cert. denied,
-US.
-, 114 S.Ct. 1124 (1994).

VENUE
Transfer of venue: abuse of discretion
United States v. Faulkner, 17 F.3d 745,755
(5th Cir.) (citing United States v. Marcello,
423 F.2d 993, I005 (5th Cir.), cert. denied,
398 U.S. 959 (1970)), cert. denied, _
US.
115 S.Ct. 193 (1994).

SPEEDY TRIAL ACT:
Legal conclusion in application of Speedy Trial Act:
de nova
United States v. Orteca-Mena, 949 F.2d
156, 158 (5th Cir. 1991).
Decision to dismiss with or without prejudice: abuse
of discretion

VOlR DIRE:
Challenges to district court's conduct of voir dire
and deteiminations of impaltiality: clear abuse of
discretion

United States v. Jackson, 30 F.3d 572, 575
(5th Cir. 1994) (citations omitted).

United States v. Greer, 968 F.2d 433, 435
(5th Cir. 1992) (abanc)(opinion of Smith.
J.), tea. denied, U S . ,
113 S.C1.
1390 (1993); United States v. Hino-iosa, 958
F.2d 624,631 (5th Cir. 1992).

STATUTORY INTERPRETATION: de n o w
United States v. Courtney, 979 F.2d 45,48
(5th Cir. 1992).
SUFFICIENCY OF THE EVIDENCI:
Where motion for judgment of acquittal made a t
close of government case and renewed at close of
evidence: the reviewing court need only determine
that a reaonahle trier of fact could find that the eviVOICE VOLUME 24 NUMBERS APRIL 95

WARRANTS:
Reasonableness of an officer's reliance on a wanant
issued by a magistrate (Leongoodfaithissue): de novo

@-

United States v. Satterwhite, 980 F.2d 317,
321 (5th Ci.1992).

district court is required to determine that evidence is (1)
relevant to crime charged and (2) not unfairly prejudicial),
cert. denied, 440 US. 920 (1979).

Sufficiency of affidavit supporting warrant: de novo
United States v. McKeever, 5 P.3d 863,864
(5th Cir. 1993). citing United States v.
Jackson, 818 F.2d 345, 348 (5thCir. 1987).

*

Tim Crooks is a 1986 honors graduate of Tulane Law
School. He clerked for Jzrstice Walter F. Marcris, JI:, of
ti= Supreme Court of Louisiana. After private civil practice, he was a staff attorney at the Fifth Circuif, editing
and updating the Fifih Circuit Death Penah)? Resource
Mnrrunl, used by district and circuit judges in the Fifth
Circuit in deciding federal capital habeas cases. In 1990,
he became an assistant Federal Public Defender and Chief
, he has
of Appeals for tlre Northem District of T e ~ a sand
spoken on Supreme Court and Fifth Circuit law several
times to TCDLA and tlre Dallas Bar Association.

WIRETAPS:

Minimization (whether investigating agency properl y minimized under 18 U.S.C. $2518(5)): denovo
United States v. Torres, 908 F.2d 1417,
1423 (9th Cir.) (citation omitted), cert.
denied,498 U S . 905 & 948 (1990).

1. &s United States v. Beechum, 582 F.2d 898 (5th Cir.
1978) (mbane) (prior to admission of 404(b) evidence,
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DWI
monstrative
Evidence:
Show and Tell The Easy Way

A

picture is like
a thousand
words

and

sometimes much better.

Jurors, like the rest of us,

learn not just from what
they hear, but also, from
what

they

see.

Demonstrative evidence is
a means by which learned
defense counsel can persuade jurors by both sound
and sight to embrace
exculpatory theories and
themes and then to remember them during their
deliberations.
VOICE VOLUME 24 NUMBER3 APRIL 95

The use of demonstrative evidence is
only Iimited by your creativity. Note, however, that use of this type of evidence has
its genesis in the investigation and pretrial
@arming stages of each case. Accordingly,
independent investigation, formal and
informal discovery, and use of subpoenas
duces tecum, ale important tools in gathering evidence for demonstrativepurposes.
The following is a list of demonstrative
evidence examples which can be used in
drunk driving cases as defensive aids in
pnrsuing the "not guilty" verdier:

By 1. Gary Wchter

EXAMPLE 1:
I don't know/don't recall or
don't remember chart
Often during cross-examination, the
arresting officer will say 'I don't know,"
"I don't recall," or "I don't remember."
Jurors all to often forget just exactly how
many times the officer has a memory lapse
or does not know something. Through the
Use of an easel with poster hoards and colored markets, defense counsel can create a
chart with columns which list the aforementioned categories: "Don't knnwldon't
recall or don't remember," and each time
the officer provides an admission that his
memory has failed or he does not know
counsel should make a mark on the chart
so it reflects the deficiency. This mode of
marking the chart each time an admission
occurs serves to reinforce the deficiency in
the collective mind of the jury.
Usually the examihation of the aresting
officer ends with this chart having numerous checks on it indicating a lack of
knowledge or a memory lapse. counsel
should attempt to have the officer sign off
on the chart indicating that he agrees that
he failed to answer the questions the number of times that are indicated on the chart.
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Wi Troy McKinney

and Michael Peiia

An attempt should then be made to have the chart admitted
into evidence. (See Exhibit 1).

1 Don't Recall or Remember
I

"Clpsr and Convincing* means thatmarureordegrcc~fpnaf which wiil produce

EXAMPLE 2:

in ,he mind of the lrirroffacta firmbe(ief or mnvietim asto !he tmUl of theallegalbm

Standards of proof measurement chart for
voir dire, cross-examination, and closing
argument

$aught 10 he eslhlirhed. This is an inlrrmediate sandad, falllng ktween ,he

preponderance slaodard ofadinary civil

Sourc.:

"Rwonable

than an inchoate and unpniculariled rvlpicion nrhmh. It requiresslmeminimal level

or objective junirmtion fox making thertnp.Tnat lard of suspicion k lomiderably icsr
lhan prmf of wrongdoing by a pryanderana of the cvidem. Plohable cause meam a

fair pmbbility lhat mnlraband or evidence a l a crime rill he found.

"Prohahle cause" m w n u whelherthe faclr available to theoffkernatthe mament
of the arrest would warrant a m m of wsooable caulinn in the belief lhrt an offma? Itas
h n committed. Probable cause aim mmr on whetber. at the moment the arrest was
made. Ihe oflirerr had pmhnhle c a w to make it and ,hat is defined as rvhetiw at llmt

faca and

c i r c u n l r t a w within their kmwledgc nnd of whidl they had

reasonably lmrlworlhy infontlation weresuRcienf to warrant a lln~lentman in hdieving
lhat the person had cammilted or was mnlniitting anarm*.

Source: B c c ~ f O h i n . 3 7 9U.S.89.85 S.Ct.213 (1964).

.Sla(eyYLddidinglon,388 S.W.2d569 (Tex. 1979).
See also Tex.Fam. Code $11.15 (c).

I

do~~bt"
is adouht basal on rearm a d comnlon Jcnne atlrr a careful

and imprtial camideration of all the evidence ill llbe care. It ir the kind of dwhl l b t

would make a rearanahlc person hwiute to act in the m o impnznr
~
of h i r a w affairs.

Prmf beyond a m o m b l c doubt. therefore, muit ho p m f of such a urnvineing

charamorthat yru would he willing
imporlant

to rely and act upon it

wiUaut hailation i n t k mort

of your o m affairs.

1
"Rearonable maplelank' means fheofrrermurtkabletoarliculrlemetlling "lore

pmcedingx and lk rcaaomhle doubt vandard

of c r i m i ~pmmdings.
l

It is often fruitful to compare and contrast the requil-ed standards of proof of the criminal justice system with jurors and
arresting officers. The "reasonable and articulate suspicion"
standal-d for investigative detections (Exhibit Z), the "probable cause" standard for arrests and searches of homes and
body cavities (Exhibit 3), the "preponderance of the evidence" standard of civil cases where money is taken from one
person and given to another (Exhibit 4), and the "clear and
convincing evidence'' standal-d which is used in the family
courts to take a child away from a parent or to have an individual involuntarily committed for mental health purposes
(Exhibit 5) should all be compared and contrasted with the
"proof beyond a reasonable doubt" standard for a conviction
of a crime (Exhibit 6).

mnment the

I

DELlVBRED CERTIFIED MAIL -

Source: QzaayAm,820 S.W.?dIY(Ter. Crim.App. 1991).

A. Voir Dire
Jurors often simply do not understand how high the proof
beyond a reasonable doubt standard is and therefore convict
on less proof than is constitutionally required. Educating the
jurors on the other applicable standards provides a focal point
from which they can properly gage the required proof to convict in a criminal case. As an example, in voir dire discussions
about the "clear and convincing evidence" standard and its
application in child custody cases, jurors generally begin to
understand the great amount of proof that is actually required
to convict a person of a crime because it requires more than
that in child custody or involuntary commitment cases. This is
especially true of jurors who have children of their own.

B. Cross-examination: lntulpatory and Extulpatory Charts
1. Inculpatory Chart
For cross-exanhation purposes, the comparing and corn
trasting of the standards of proof works well with arresting
officers too. Many times the arresting officer, when asked
when he formed the opinion that probable cause existed to
arrest the defendant for drunk driving, will say that he developed that opinion after the investigation was complete. If
nothing else occurred that was remarkable in terms of intoxi-

cation facts, the case is ripe at closing argument to suggest to
the jury that, at best, the State's evidence only amounted to
probable cause.
For example, using the pmof beyond a reasonable doubt
definition chart (Exhibit 6). the officer should be questioned to the extent that he understands what the standard
requires. The officer should then be questioned to the extent
that he acknowledges the proof required for probable cause.
Use of the probable cause definition chart will lead him in
the right direction. Next the officer should he directed to go
through a chronological list of all the observations he made
that led him to form the opinion the defendant was intoxicated. These facts should he laundry listed on a poster sheet
(Exhibit 7). In this way they can be individually discussed
so that it is clear at each point in time as to whether or not
the officer formed the opinion that he had probable cause to
arrest. Officers generally hesitate to admit they jumped the
gun or made a quick decision to arrest. Indeed, this type of
questioning generally yields an answer that probable cause
occurred only after all the observations had been made and
all the field sobriety test had been completed. When this
examination is done, what is left is a chronological sheet of
inculpatory facts that amounted to, at best, probable cause.
Counsel showed attempt to have the officer sign his name
to the chart and indicate exactly where the probable cause
decision occurred. This method of cross-examination is
sometimes refemed to as "limiting."

2. Exculpatory Chart
Counsel should next begin to laundry List all the things the
officer observed, e.g., keeping within the lane, properly
pulling to right and parking out of the flow of haffic, quick
removal of a driver's license, and those things not obsemed,
e.g., no need for suppon ow exit kom car, no staggered walk,
no need to repeat field sobriety tests, which all go demonstrate sobriety. This exculpatory chart will most always be
more lengthy than the probable cause chart. It too, like the
probable cause chart, can he signed by the officer and admitted into evidence (Exhibit 8).

I

TIMING OF OPINION ON PROBABLE CAUSE
Speeding
Odor
Bloodshot eyes
Used car For support on exit
Admitted 3 beers
HGN
Failed
ILS
Failed
HT Failed
LW
Failed
ABCs Failed

-

-

-
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No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

I

OBSERVATION OF FACTS
NOT SHOWING INTOXICATION
Maintained lane oftraffc
Na other traffic violations
Pulledover promptly and safely
PoliWgood attitude
Understood conversation
Provided D.L. promply
No alcoholiccontainers found
Followed tat instluctions all M s
LLS
Ft.upZ8 of30
Counted MrreCtly
HT
Everyonehas sway
Was w/i 2 seconds of30
LW
Did 8 of 9 slepsconectiyon up and all wtrect on
ABCs 25 of 26 correct
Needed no support to smd
When handeuffed needed no help inlout police car
Voice fairfno slurring

-

EXAMPLE 3:
Defendant's signatures
It is the custom and practice of many law enforcement agencies to have a drunk driving suspect sign an inventory receipt
for his prop@ when he is booked into the jail. Through discovery, if exculpatory, this writing exemplar can be admitted
into evidence for the purpose of demonshating that the defendent's normal pbysicaI writing skills were unimpaired. Further,
an in cou~tcomparison may be done by the defendant wherein
he again signs his name so that the writing done in court can be
done even where the Defendant does not testify. Comparisons
of signatme can also be made of defendant's signatuse that
atready in the court's file, reset and bondfo~ms.

EXAMPLE 4:
Defendant booking photographs
Like the inventory properiy receipts noted above, it is the custom
and practice of law enforcement agencies to photograph persons
anwted prior to placing them [be'% placed] into a jail cell. ?hmugh
discove~y,these photographs can be examined, and if exculpatory,
can be admitted into evidence for the pugpose of demonshating that
the defendant's no~malphysical appearance at the time the pho
togmphs were taken did not reflect aperson who was dnmk.

EXAMPLE 5:
Arresting officer payroll records
In many metropolitan areas, law enforcement agencies have
established special d~uunkdiving taskforces These are the officels that appear in court most often, and the~forre,are the ones
that make the most ovettime pay. Indeed, some patrol officers
have been known to make pay equivalent to that of a lieutenant.
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Experience and c o m o n sense demonstrate that diunk driving
defendants who contest the charges are generally those that do
not appear to be intoxicated. Accordingly, a persuasive jury
argument can be made that these task force officers purposely
make anesrs of drinking drivers, even if they cur. not intoxicated, because it is this type of defendant that will cause them to
come to court where the officer can make extra money.
llnough discovery or through state freedom of infomationlopen
recoids statutes, defense counsel can often secure payroll records
indicating both base pay and overtime pay. For example, during a
jury voir dire, panel members are not usually disturbed to learn that
an officer has a regular salary of $26,000. S i a r l y , jurors cue not
disturbed that the officer makes, $1,000, $3,000, $5,000 or even
$7,000a year in overtime. Jurois, however, appear to be somewhat
disturbed that an offleer can make $9,000, $11,000, $13,000 and
$15,000 a year in ovenime, It is at this level of overtime that the
jury begins to sense the officers cause themselves to come to court
simply by m t i n g an innocent drinking pelson for dm& dtiving.
At figum of $16,000 through $22,000 j n m have often been heard
to say that they would not trust anything the officerhad to say. It is
heir. that the officer's c~tdibilityand motive are clearly in question.
Payroll records in these metropolitan areas often show that these
task force offices do indeed make ove~timeat amounts that are
above $10,000 a year (Exhibit 9).

January 10, 1990. The response was on City of Houston, Houston
Police Department Idlerhead, dated Januaty 24, 1990, signed by
Lsura S Clamlipitre, Clerical SDcfion SuperuiEor, vith her affidavit
(copy included in this Exluiit) atlahced. The letter reflcded salaries
and ovenimefor selwtedpotiw olliwrsfortheyears 1987, 1988, and
1989.

0fIicerM.A.S. Ramirez, Emp.No. 81048

OfficerJ. R Chase. b.
No. 84773

OfficerCharles E. Cnun, Emp. No. 64924

1 $29,342.%01

1W.312W

SS.938.8.03
$35.278.13

$l4JWYl
W,472.W

O 6 i w Warren Mow, Emp. No. 86232
I $ r n % ~ .lr n
511,491.Wl

eltlme:

1 N3.338.76

I 540.M7.36

OfficerCba&sGreen, Emp. No. 85502
. .- $25,751.~0I
aJW: 1 125F.M
ertime:
:

1

1

$11,438.36
$33,7&(861

1
[ W.918.87,

_

1$27,740.W
$17.82000

645.3ea.M

I $26.310.~]

S%62!.!67.07

I

~ , W . W
WW1O.W i

Before me, the undersigned authority, p m u a u y appeared
d o , being by me. duly sworn, deposed as
follows:

My name
- k
T am of sound mlnd,
capable ofmakiug this afEdavit, and personally acquainted with the
facts herein stated:
I am the custodian of the records of the Office of Budget
and Emauce of the City of Houston. Attached hereto is a 2 page
record from the Office of Budget and Finance. This said 2 page
record and the information contained therein is kept by the City of
Houston's Office of Budget and Finance iu the regular course of
business, and it was in tha regular course of bnsinea t o respond t o
a Texas Open R w r d s Act Request and in the n o d record
keepmg of payable records ofthe City ofHouston and Employees
for an employee or representative of tbe Office of Budget and
Finance, with knowledge ufthe acf event, condition, m opinion,
recorded to make the record m to t r a n d t olitnnation thereof to
be inCluded in such record and the rcwnl was made at or near the
time or reasonably soon therenfier. The reunrds annched hereto ate
the original or exact duplicafesofthe oiginals

EXAMPLE 6:
Polygraph opportunity letter
What is good for the goose i s also good for the gander.
Since the United States Supreme Court decided Souih
Dakota v. Neville, 459 U S . 103 S.Ct. 916 (1983), prosecutors have been able to admit into evidence chemical test
refusals for the purpose of showing that the defendant had
a guilty mind - i.e., he refused because he himself thought
he would not pass the test. Using this rationale, even
though polygraph results are not admissible in many jurisdictions, defense counsel can direct a letter to the arresting
officer whereby the officer is requested to submit to a
polygraph examination as to the inculpatory and exculpatory facts i n the case, and also, that the defendant has
already agreed to submit to a polygraph examination on
the same facts.
Experience in this tactic has shown that the officers
always refuse. It is this refusal that defense counsel
desires to get before the jwy and the lettes to the officer is
a demonstrative predicate of the request. Jurors have often
called into question the officer's credibility because he
refused to be polygrapbed. This often happens because it
is this test which is routinely used in both hiring and
investigation in law enhreement. This is especially true
for the officers whose own agency uses polygraph for
those purposes and where the officer has taken a polygraph test in the past. Here, it is important to note that it is
the refusal that is the evidence that the defense counsel

basis for it (Exhibit 10).

R*:

for you to ~c =polnOph k%a)nccmins*m rmlhrulm o f w PI&
aka,lhc IlICeLaf lm Cvma.
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EXAMPLE 8:
Breath test manufacturer service and operation manuals and law enforcement agency
training and operation manuals

EXAMPLE 7:
Sample letter to state's breath test expert
noticing intent to cross-examine by learned
treatises
In most drunk driving cases, a defense expert either cannot
be found, or if so, cannot he afforded. Accordingly, it is in
the best interest of the client if the state's expert can be

Manv states nattern their rules of evidence after the
~ e d e r a Rules
i
of Evidence. As per Fed. R. Ev. 803(18)
experts can he cross-examined from learned treatises
where they accept the author as an authority in the field,
your expert accepts the author as an authority in the field,

directed to the state's expert (Exhibit 11). The letter should I
he friendly and informative and note that it is counsels intent
to ask questions concerning these learned treaties. All jurisdictions allow examination from learned treatises once a
proper predicate has been established. Generally speak~ng,
the predicate is similar to Fed. R. Ev. 803(18). This predicate
requires that the expert merely acknowledge that the treatise
author he an authority in the field. It does not require he
agree with the author. The predicate can also he compIied
INTOXILYZER~ 5000
with even if the expert refuses the acknowledgement where
either the court notices the author or an authority or a defense
Weafh Analysis Instrumend
expert makes the acknowledgment. A real scientist in forenoperator7s manual
sic breath testing would read the attached articles or would
already know of them. If the state's expert does not read the
treatises he looses credibility, and if he does, he is fair game
to he impeached by them.

TEXAS
BREATH ALCOHOL
TESTING PROGRAM
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or the judge accepts the author as an authority in the field.
As a practical matter, any expert, or the court for that matter, would have a difficult time not declaring that the manufacturer was an authority concerning the service and operation of its own breath test device. In regard to the state
agency which is responsible for training officers to use
these breath test devices, the same would be true about
cross-examination of the operators from their breath test
operator training manual. Accordingly, counsel should be
well prepared for cross-examination of the state's expert
by previously securing these manuals and knowing their
contents (Exhibit 12).
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EXAMPLE 9:
Breath test error and repair records
Often prosecutors who lay a predicate for the admission
of a breath test result will offer evidence to the extent that
the machine worked at the time of the test and had been
checked both before and after the test, and found it to be
in proper operation at all said times. Utilizing rules of evidence concerning the remainder of related writings or
recorded statements (e.g., Fed. R. Ev. 106) and the rule of
optional completeness (e.g., Fed. R. ev. 107), defense
counsel may want to offer all of the errors and repair
records for that particular breath test device into evidence.
Of course, the timing for such admission under the related
writings rule would be contemporaneously with the prosecution's offer of the breathe test slip into evidence while
the offer under the optional completeness rule would come

pretrial period of the case and secured for use at trial.
These records of errors and of repair are quite numerous
and are easily accessible since these breath test devices
are computer operated.

EXAMPLE 10:
Breath test warranty
All breath test devices utilized by law enforcement come
with some type of warranty. The warranty is generally written
in a very protective way so that the manufacturer will not be
held liable for errors and damages which result from breath
test device malfunctions. Accordingly, a typical warranty will
read "There are no other warranties expressed or implied,
including but not limited to, any implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose." In short, a
warranty like this does not even warrant the machine fit for
breath testing! (Exhibit 13).

USE WITH THE
INToXILIZER 4011

LOT 16
AUG 1983
Rd.2.Eiox1859
Srnyrna, Delaware 19977
1-302-653-6966

EXAMPLE 11:
Breath sample preservation devices
Many breath test devices used by law enforcement
have the option of preserving the alcohol tested in the
breath given by the test subject. F o r example, the
Intoxilyzer 5000 has an optional device called a
"Toxlrap." It is a glass tube the size of a pencil which
contains silica gel and allows the capture of the very

alcohol that the breath test device has supposedly analyzed as it leaves the intoxilyzer's exhaust tube. The
Toxtrap, according to the manufacturer, has a shelf life
of about six months. (Exhibit 14). Its lack of use by the
prosecution can be used by the defense to show the
unfairness of not preserving a breath sample and the ease
at which a sample could have been preserved.

@
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EXAMPLE 12:
Blow-up photographs of the breath test
device and simulator device
Testimony and supporting diagrams, be it by a prosecution
expert or by a defense expert, often do not properly cast a
proper light on what the breath test andlor simulator devices
actually look like. Jurors, like tlie rest of us, son~etimestake
for granted that something works well if we are told that it
does but are not allowed the opportunity to see it. These breath
test devices are often abused, dented, and scratched and by the
very officers that run them. Showing jurors a blow-up of a beat
up machine does much to destroy the credibility of the device.
Pictures also demystify the machine and a cheap nonscientific
appearance can help the jury in rejecting its results.

EXAMPLE 13:
Alcohol volumes of the breath test device
versus statutory requirements

charts and diagranis which help to explain how alcohol is
absorbed and eliminated from the body. The charts and diagrams also note differences between absorptionleli~ninationin
males/females and how other variables effect this process.
The following are illustrative:
1. Alcohol and body weight (Exhibit 15);
2. Relationship of body water content to alcohol concentration (Exhibit 16);
3. Generalized alcohol concentration curve (Exhibit 17);
4. Absorption of equal dose of alcohol in "empty vs. full"
stomach (Exhibit 18);
5. Alcohol concentration same at time of test and time of
arrest (Exhibit 19);
6. Alcohol concentration lower at time of test than time of
mest (Exhibit 20); and
at time of test than time of
7. Alcohol concentration
anest (Exhibit 21).

Breath test devices generally do not test the amount of air
from the body which is required by statute. For example, the
Intoxilyzer 5000 sample chamber volume is approximately 82.5
centimeters while most breath test alcohol concentration statutes
require that 210 liters of air be tested. Defense counsel can
demonstrate the insufficiency of the prosecution's test ptocess
by showing these differences to the jury. Using a large infiatable
device such as those found in liquor stores - i.e., a blow up of a
beer can, the legal iequirement can be contrasted to the voltnne
actually tested (5 cubic inches). Here, the point of the demonstration is to show that the breath test took approxiinately 5-7
seconds of breath whereas to blow up a device the size of a 55
gallon drum (210 liters) takes a much longer period of time.
This is a particularly fuu den~onstrationwhen counsel has the
state's expert attempt the inflation within the 5-7 second period.
of substance
As a point of information, an enor in ~neasu~ement
in 1 pint will be increased 2,545 times if the analysis of 82.5
centimeter volume was then computed on the basis of 210 liters.

EXAMPLE 14:
Roadside handmheld portable breath test devices
Some law enforcement ageucies ace now utilizing hand held
portable breath test devices as a means for tlie investigating
officer to determine probable cause. These devices can also be
found in novelty stores'such as "The Sharper Image." A courtroom demonstration can be attempted whereby the state's stationary device is conipal-ed to the hand held device. The idea
here is to lead the state's expert into saying he knows nothing
about the hand held device and does not trust it. This type of
examiuation lends itself to a closing argument that the jurors
know nothing about the stationary device and shonld not accept
it just as the state's witness did not accept the hand held device.

EXAMPLE 15:
Alcohol absorption and elimination
charts/diagrams
Often the breath test device manufacturers n~anualand the
law enforcement training manual will contain breath test
VOICE VOLUME 24 NUMBER 3 A P R I L 9 5

Counsel can have charts and diagrams designed for use in
all cases. These large charts, however, should also be reduced
to letter size paper for admission into evidence after the large
chart has been discussed with the expelt. The more defensive
evidence the jury can take into the deliberation room, the better it is for the defendant.

EXAMPLE 16:
Comparison of different types of radiant
energy
This chart demonstrates the wave lengths, types of radialion, and energy levels for light. It is useful in having the jury
understand exactly where infrared light fits into the light spectrum. Juror's need to be reminded that these inexpensive
breath test devices are actually measu~ingdifferences in how
the speed of light (i.e., 186,28 1 miles per second)is measu~ed.
This chart helps you explain how the devices simply are not
as good as the state would have them believe (Exhibit 22).

At Long Last...
TCDLA Announces a Professional Liability Insurance Program for it's Members
I

I

i

Through the joint efforts of TCDLA, AAI, and National Casualty Insurance
Company (Rated A+15 by A.M. Best), TCDLA Members have access to outstanding coverage at highly competitive rates.
Today you can obtain numerous quotes for professional liability insurance.
Make sure one of these quotes is from your association sponsored program.

TCDLA has recognized fluctuating trends in this area and i s working hard to
stabilize premiums for many years to come.

IPolicy Highlights
I
I

Unlimited prior acts coverage available

I

Covers all letlal
" and notary services

I

Up to 55,000 may. be .paid annually with no deductible for
defense of disti~linarvDroceedina;

Easy to read policy

I * Innocent insured protection
I

Duty to defend policy

I
I

Insured's consent required to settle claims

1

30-day free "Extended Reporting Period" with options to
60 months

Annual Aggregate Deductible

For information please reply to:

1210 Parkway
Austin, Texas 78703
Phone: 5121478-9924
Fax: 5 121479-6946
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EXAMPLE 17:
Target
A bulls eye target diagram is useful in having the jury
understand that the 210011 breathlblood ratio is only an
assuinption that the breath test device utilized and that the
ratio itself was based upon an average breatldblood ratio
of numerous test subjects. Using a marker pen on the target in different circles, defense counsel can illustrate the
notion that each test subject, although individually not
average, is still normal even though not being exactly
average (Exhibit 23).

EXAMPLE 18:
Number of drinks in relation to alcohol
~on~entrcltion
Prosecution experts are often called to give an opinion as
to how many drinks, e.g., 12 beers, it took for a defendant

to reach a particdar breath alcohol concentration, e.g.
0.15. Jurors often don't understand that the volume necessary to hold a particular number of drinks is inconsistent
with the volunie available in the body. Accordingly, a
demonstration can show this inconsistency whereby the
number of drinks suggested by the prosecution's expert are

@
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poured into a beaker. Once the volume is demonstrated i.e., 12 beers, the jury can visualize the error committed by
the prosecution's witness.

EXAMPLE 19:
Alcoholic odor identification test
Police officers often testify that they smelled a strong odor
of an alcoholic beverage, e.g., beer, on the defendant's
breath. Such testimony is misleading in that it leaves the jury
with the inference that the defendant must have consumed lot
of beer because the odor was strong. All authorities in the
field of breath testing appear to be in agreement that one
does not smell the alcohol in the drink, but rather, it is the
beverage the alcohol is in that gives the odor. Of course, the
beverage i s not something that causes intoxication. For
example, there are many non-alcoholic beers and non-alcoholic wines on the market today which do cause the same
odor as an alcoholic drink.
Sometimes police officers also testify that they were able
to identify, through their sense of smell, the particular
acholic drink consumed by the defendant. In either case,
whether it be the strength of the smell or identification of the
type of alcohol consumed, defense counsel can demonstrate
the officer's lack of expertise and lack of credibility by having a variety of alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages for the
officer to smell without giving him the opportunity to see
where they came from. This demonstration is set up where
portions of many alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages are
poured into small separate and open container with the original container covered behind it. The officer is then asked to
tell the jury if the individual beverage is alcoholic, its
strength, and its type. Invariably, the officer will say he doesn't know which is which and will retreat from the confidence
he had in his earlier testimony.

EXAMPLE 20:
Video of alcohol consumption by defendant
State experts sometimes render an opinion that a defendant nus st have had an outrageously high number drinks to
attain the alcohol coucentration result registered by the
breath test device - i.e., a .I9 alcohol concentration would
require that the defendant consumed 13 drinks. Defense
counsel can perform a controlled experiment on the defendant with simultaneous breath and blood tests which are
recorded on video tape and which are followed by a field
sobriety test demonstration.
These controlled experiments can be very useful in showing that the state's test result was clearly erroneous. This
demonstlation works well where the police make a video
tape of the defendant after their breath test was taken and
he does well performing the field sobriety test. I11 such
cases three defensive tapes can be make, one which shows
the defendant sober and performiug field sobriety test,
another showing him performing the tests consuming the
number of drinks he said he consumed, and the last one
showing the defendant performing the tests at the number
of drinks the state's expert opinioned he had consumed.
Here, the defensive videos ought show that tapes 1 and 2

evidence a person who is not intoxicated and looks sounds,
and acts like the person depicted in the police video, and
tape 3 ought show a person who is indeed intoxicated but a
f a r distance from the person on t h e police tape.
Accordingly, the jury should conclude that the state's
breath test must be erroneous.

EXAMPLE 21:
Police dispatch/telephone written logs
Routinely, law enforcement radio dispatch headquarters
keep written shorthand notes of conversations had between
H Q and a patrol car. Times of the conversations are also
recorded. Notes ale often kept on the reason an officer has
given for stopping another vehicle. HQ also routinely keeps a
written log of information received the telephone by pep
sons calling in to report incidents such as a person driving
e~~atically
or an accident. Times are also kept of these calls.
These logs can be used to impeach an officer where he
claims to have received more information than tbat provided
him by HQ or to pinpoint a time. In situations where probable cause is contested, these dispatch logs can be most helpful. For example, the officer may say he did not rush to a
judgment to arrest the defendant and tbat the investigative
process took twenty minutes. The dispatch logs, however,
impeach the officer as they show the time form the stop to
arrest was only ten minutes. These logs can be obtained
through discovery procedures such as the Freedom of
Information Act or an Open Records Request (FOIAIORA)
and by subpoena.

EXAMPLE 22:
Police dispatch/telephone electronic communication recordings
Routinely, law enforcement radio dispatch headquarters
l y thirty days, between HQ
keep tape recordings, ~ ~ s u a l for
and a patrol car. HQ also routinely keeps tape recordings of
incoming telephone calls on its emergency line, also for a
thirty day period. These recordings can be used to impeach
officers where they claim to have acted on more information than they testified to in coult. For example, and officer
lnay testify that the puipose of the stop of the defendant
was that he was speeding, improperly changing lanes, and
because he ran a red light. The tape recording, however,
might only reflect his statement that he was stoppiug the
defendant for speeding.

EXAMPLE 23:
Transcriptions and/or tape recordings of
previous testimony/conversations
Prior inconsistent statements which have been reduced to
written form or have been electronically recorded have a
magical way of destroyiug the credibility of a witness.
Accordingly, defense counsel should attempt to discover
andlor create such statements by securing transcriptions of
previous testimony by the specific witness, by initiating
pre-trial proceedings where the witness will testify and
thereby a transcription can be had, and, by having conver-
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sations with the witness, either by an investigator or in person where the conversation is electronically recorded. In
the case of the transcriptions, blow-ups or enlargements
can be made of a particular page from the statement of
facts which will highlight the particular testimony in issue.
As to electronic recordings, multiple short recording can
be made on separate cassettes for the purpose of asking
individualized questions.

EXAMPLE 24: Driving and arrest scene videos
and photographic evidence
A. Driving Scene
In many drunk driving cases, the arresting officer will
observe that the defendant was speeding and will follow
him for a substantial period of time without seeing any
other traffic violations. Clearly, the fact that the officer followed a defendant for two miles without seemg any other
violation is exculpatory. Defense counsel can make a video
of the driving scene for the purpose of playing the same for
the jury. For example where the officer follows a defendant for three miles in a 50 m.p.h. zone at a speed of 60
m.p.h., the tape wiIl be three minutes of good driving. The
longer the tape the better it is for the defendant. Absent
this defensive tape, the jnry hears the exculpatory statement for just a few seconds as the question is asked and
then answered. Utilizing the tape, however, defense counsel makes the jury live with the exculpatory evidence for
three minutes and enhances the memory of each juror on
this point.

0. Roodside
Photographs of the scene where the investigation occurred
often can be very enlightening. For example, the terrain may
have been rocky or sloped which may have effected the
defendant's balance. The officer may testify that the ground
was paved and flat. Here, a photograph of rock and humps in
this instance would clearly undercut his credibility.
Further, in situations where the officer has testified that
the defendant supported himself on his door as he exited
the vehicle, photographs of the terrain incline or videos of
the terrain incline with the defendant exiting his vehicle
against the force of gravity would also go far to undercutting the officer's credibility. As another example, the video
could show that the driver's door would close by itself due
to the force of gravity unless it were held open when the
driver exited. Moreover, many vehicles are high from the
ground and therefore necessitate a large step by the driver
to exit. Here, one can imagine an officer testifying that the
defendant staggered as he exited. In this scenario, the
video could show that it would be normal to take an unnsna1 step to exit the vehicle.
C. Bod Poke Driving
Officers often commit traffic violations themselves.
Indeed, they will often stop someone for a violation that
they themselves routinely commit. Defense counsel can use
this to his advantage with some pretrial preparation. For
example, assume our officer can be seen on a daily basis
speeding and changing lanes without a proper signal. In

trial, this officer testifies that such violations by the defendant were caused by impaired judgment due to intoxication
and were dangerous to other drivers. Having an investigator
find, follow and videotape the particular officer involved in
the case as he makes the same complained of violations,
defense counsel can do much to destroy the credibility of the
officer and to show his unfairness.

D. Photographs of the outornobile's tires
It i s common for an officer to stop an individual for
momentarily weaving in the road even when the driver never
left his lane. While there may be several explanations for not
driving in a perfectly straight line, one reason may he a problem with the car's wheel alignment. This is a common occurrence in older cars or c a s that have been in a previous accident. An alignment problem will cause the car to sway
slightly and must constantly be adjusted by the driver.
Physical evidence of a pronounced problem with the car's
alignment is uneven treadware on the tires. Photographs of
the uneven treadware can be used to discredit the officer's
statements that the driver's swaying was caused by his intoxication. Also, personally handing these photos to the jurors can
be a persuasive source of evidence,
E. Damage to the outo
An officer's accident report may not accurately explain
how the aacident occurred. Discrepancies between the officer's explanation and the actual damage to the auto may be
used to discredit the officer and possibly show the defendant
not to he at fault. For example, cars often change d i c t i o n
when they come to a complete stop after a collision. When the
officer arrives he may here two different stories of how the
accident occurred and his report may not accurately reflect
what actually occurred. Therefore, photos along with diagrams or magnetic maps of the scene can be useful in providing exculpatory evidence for the defense while tracing the
flow of the accident.

EXAMPLE 25:
Satellite and aerial photographs
It is not as expensive as one might think to obtain satellite
and aerial photographs of a particular location. Satellite photographs may be obtained from the United States Department
of Agriculture or NASA. Aerial Photographs may be obtained
by simply going through the yellow pages of your telephone
directory. These types photographs can cover a few blocks to
a few miles.

EXAMPLE 26:
Polite and wrecker emergency lights
The cou~troomis a well-lighted and controlled environment. It is very different from the dark roadside where the
defendant was arrested. There, the scene was uncontrolled
and emergency lights flashed and cars continued to pass
by at high rates of speed as the police conducted their
sobriety investigation. Being in the dark and having other
vehicle head lights flash in one's face, as well as having
the emergency strobe lights flicker in one's eyes, a defen-
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dant can become confused and disoriented by the environment as opposed to any alcohol consumed. Moreover, in
regard to the HGN test, these flashing lights may cause an
officer to see apparent jerking of the eye where no jerking
has occurred.
In the sterility of the courtroom juries have a hard time
accepting the notion of the environment creating the appearance of intoxication even though they may hear testimony to
this effect by the defendant. A demonstration, however, with
portable emergency flashing lights in a dark courtroom can
easily illustrate the mindset of the defendant. It will also
demonstrate the strobe light effect on the eyes of the defendant and the off~cer.Indeed, a stlobe light demonstration in
the courtroom usually undermines any weight given to the
HGN test as the jury is able to see for itself the optical illusion
of movement created by the lights.
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EXAMPLE 27:
Handcuff marks
In many drunk driving cases officers testify that the
defendant was combative and uncooperative. Defendants,
however, have a right to he combative and uncooperative
where an officer unjustly and unreasonable causes them
pain. Many officers apply handcuffs around a defendant's
wrist so tight that the individual looses feeling in their
hands for a while. This tightness also results in deep and
lasting indentations of the skin. This pain is often enhanced
by the fact that defendants are usually handcuffed behind
their backs and forced to sit on or against their hands.
Defense counsel can demonstrate these indentations by having his client re-handcuffed for a short while in c o u ~ and
t
thereafter display the results to thejury.

EXAMPLE 28:
Motion to Change the Facts
In many DWI cases the prosecution has more than enough
inculpatory facts which causes the trial to he a one-sided matter. The American system of justice is supposedly premised
on the notion that, like baseball, the game should he played
fair by two teams that start out on an equal basis.
Accordingly, in situations like this, a Motion to Change the
Facts is appropriate so that the defendant has a fighting
chance. An example of this motion is attached hereto
(Exhibit 24). Yes, this is the authors' attempt at a joke.

EXAMPLE 29:
Field sobriety test
A. NlTSA Manual
The United States Depa~tment of Transportation through
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration has
Published a manual for officers entitled Improved
Sobriety Testing (DOT HS 806-512 [1984]). It describes
how officers are to properly administer field sobriety tests.
This study can also be used for cross-examination purposes under your state rule of evidence concerning learned
treatises - i.e., Fed. R. Ev. 803(18).
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B. The Man with Two Brains
Not many individuals can do a field sobriety test perfectly.
In fact, no state has a law that requires drivers to fist be an
Olympic gymnast to operate a motor vehicle.
Notwithstanding, many officers do have that requirement.
Actor Steve Marlin has a wonderful two minute performance
of field sobriety tests in a movie entitled "The Man with Two
Brains" wherein he was confronted by an officer who suspects that he might be intoxicated. Although the performance
by Steve Martin is incredibly funny, it is useful for comparison and contrasting the silliness of police sobriety tests and
for driving home the idea that not everyone can do regular
sobriety tests.

Conclusion:
The impact of demonstrative evidence is provided through
the addition of a visual illustration of clarifying facts
explained through counsel's verbal description. It is a recognized fact that increasing the sensory impact of the desired
message by allowing the jury to see exculpatory evidence will
simplify the issues and increase memory retention. This will
prove to be advantageous during jury deliberations when the
greater amount of evidence they recall will be that provided
by defense counsel.
Most jurors will become sedated by even the most eloquent verbal arguments during a lengthy trial. By allowing
them to observe something or touch something, you have
increased their understanding and exposure to the evidence in
a meaningful way. In connast to passively listening to counsel, jurors will feel more involved in the presentation if
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requested to pay particular attention to a visual representation. Also, the attention and influence over jurors may be
maintained by personally handing them some demonstrative
evidence such as photographs. This increase in interaction
between counsel and jurors can be very beneficial during the
educational process of a trial.
Since the art of persuasion is not limited to verbal communication, counsel should not limit the use of demonstrative evidence to the case in chlef. The opening statement
should be used to make a strong first impression on the
jury. While a simple chart summarizing the evidence can
always be effective, counsel should consider showing the
jury certain exhibits that he plans to later introduce and
fully explain. This will grab the jurors attention and create
anticipation for the subsequent introduction of the evidence. Also, referring to demonstrative evidence during
closing arguments will refresh the jurors memory by providing a visual recollection of all the exculpatory evidence
introduced at trial.
Whatever f o ~ mof demonstrative evidence counsel chooses, it should be remembered that its basic purpose it to clarify, simplify, and explain to the court and j u ~ yall issues relevant to the case at hand. Keeping that in mind, counsel
should also consider the strategy for a particular case and
experience with demonstrative evideuce before deciding on
the most effective forms to be used in each case. Also, preparation and practice will provide a look of professionalism and
increase the effectiveness during trial. Rnally, as noted early,
the forms and methods of presenting demonstrative is only
limited by your imagination.
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